
VILLAGE OF CHESANING
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA

November 3, 2020
Virtual Zoom Meeting

1. Call to Order: 7:30 p.m.

2. Pledge of Allegiance

3. Roll Call

4. Approval of the Agenda

5. Public Statement I: Limited to 1 minute

Designated for statements concerning current agenda items

6. Consent Agenda

The purpose of the Consent Agenda is to expedite business by grouping non-con troversial items together
to be dealt with by one Board motion (roll-call vote~ without discussion. Any person, whether Board
Member, staffor public may ask that any item be removed from the Consent Agenda to be placed
elsewhere on the regular agenda for discussion. All such requests will be granted.

A. Receive and File:
a. Shiawassee River Water Trail Coalition Letter: National Water Trail Designation

B. Approval of the Village Council Meeting Minutes
a. Regular Meeting Minutes of October 20, 2020

C. Accounts Payable: $451,898.54

7. Unfinished Business (None)

8. New Business

A. Items for Introduction/Discussion:
a. None



B. Items for Action:
a. AFSCME Collective Bargaining Agreements:

a. Local 1059-Unit A
b. Local 1059-Unit B

b. Michigan Department of Transportation State Trunkline Maintenance Contract
c. Kent Greenfelder Presentation: 15145 N. McKeighan Road
d. Marihuana Moratorium Discussion/Update: Councilmember Hoover

9. Public Statement II: Limited to 3 minutes, on any topic

Questions requiring short, timely answers may be posed to the Board, staying within the 3-minute
limit. This shall not be interpreted as a means to initiate dialog or debate.

10. Committee Reports

a. Infrastructure (Lamer, Cicalo, Powell)
b. Finance & Administration (Hoover, Wenzel, Chludil)
c. DDA (Sedlar, Feltman)
d. Chamber of Commerce Board (Hoover, Feltman)
e. Plam-ting Commission (Hoover, Chiudil)
f. Airport (Wenzel, Hoover)

g. Fire Board (Lamer, Cicalo)
h. Task Force (Sedlar, Powell)

11. Village Staff Reports

a. Village Administrator

12. Adjournment

In accordance with Public Act 267 (Open Meetings Act) individuals with disabilities requiring special assistance that are planning
to attend the meeting should contact the Office of the Village Clerk for accommodations. This request must be made two (2)
business days in advance of the meeting.

The next regular meeting of the Chesaning Village Council will be held Tuesday,
November 17, 2020 in the Village Hall Council Chambers at 7:30 p.m.



For Immediate Release: October 23, 2020 Contact: David Lossing, Chair
Shiawassee River Water Trail Coalition
Cell: 810-869-9438

s ~wc~e~ n.j a
Water Trail Coa I on

Shiawassee River designated as a “National Water Trail” by the U.S. National Park Service

(Linden, Ml) — “We are excited to have been informed that our application, first submitted in April 2017, to
the U.S. National Park Service for consideration as a “National Water Trail”, has finally been approved by the
agency,” said David Lossing, chair of the Shiawassee River Water Trail Coalition. “We applied for a grant from
the NPS in August 2015 for technical support to begin pulling the needed data and information together for
the application. We appreciate all of the support we’ve been given during that process, and since, to move
our Water Trail forward.”

The Shiawassee River Water Trail is eighty-eight miles in length stretching from Holly, Ml to Chesaning, Ml,
crossing through four counties in mid-Michigan. The agenc~s water trail program was formed to “...protect
and restore America’s rivers, shorelines, and waterways; conserve natural areas along waterways; and
increase access to outdoor recreation on shorelines and waterways. The Trails are a distinctive and national
network of exemplary water trails that are cooperatively supported and sustained.”

The Shiawassee River Water Trail Coalition began meeting in the fall of 2017 and organized itself to start
working towards the implementation of the plan that was submitted as part of the water trail application. To
date, the Coalition, through its individual member organizations, have:

1. Created additional launch locations on the Shiawassee River
2. Worked with Terrairi360 in 2019 to photograph the river in a 360-degree format

a. htt s: www.terrain360.com tra shiawassee~river-water
trail?v=0&h~O&b332.8&lat=42,78638&lonz-83.62663#O

3. Worked with Hyfi, a company created through the University of Michigan’s School of Engineering,
to install 30 water sensors on the Shiawassee River to report, in real time, the depth and flow of
the river: https://www.tctimes.com/news/sensors enstall~d-along-the
shiawasseefarticle 4fOdaa4c-0295-lleb-9a25-ffO96Slfe2bc html

The Shiawassee River Water Trail Coalition is made up of the following organizations:
Oakland County:
Village of Holly



Holly Township
Headwaters Trails, Inc.
North Oakland Headwaters Land Conservancy
Genesee County:
City of Fenton
City of Linden
Genesee County Parks and Recreation Commission
Sierra Club — Nepsassing Chapter
Ponemah, Squaw and Tupper Lake Association
Keepers of the Shiawassee River

Shiawassee County:
Byron Village Downtown Development Authority
Village of Vernon
City of Corunna
City of Owosso
Shiawassee County Parks and Recreation
Friends of the Shiawassee River

Saginaw County:
Village of Oakley
Village of Chesaning
Chesaning Township
Saginaw County Parks and Recreation

For more information about the Shiawassee River Water Trail Coalition:
j)flp~j//www.shiawasseewatertrail .org

National Park Service’s announcement of the expanded trail program:
~
system.htm

For more information about the National Water Trail program:



1. Call to Order: 7:30 p.m.

2. Pledge of Allegiance

3. Roll Call
Present: Chiudil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Absent: None

4. Approval of the Agenda
Motion by Powell, Supported by Chiudil to approve. Roll call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

5. Public Statement!:
None

6. Consent Agenda
A. Receive and File:

a. 2020 Battle of the Bulbs Flyer
B. Approval of the Village Council Meeting Minutes

a. Regular Meeting Minutes of October 6, 2020
C. Accounts Payable: $125,813.02

Motion to approve by Powell, supported by Chludil with the removal of item B
Roll call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

Motion by Powell, supported by Chludil to approve item B as amended.
Roll call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

VILLAGE OF CHESANING
REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES

October 20, 2020

7. unfinished Business (None)



8. New Business

A. Items for Introduction/Discussion:
a. Council Direction on Reinstituting Shut Off Policy

Administrator Feltman addressed the council regarding the Michigan Supreme Court ruling vacating
executive orders. The waiver on the banning water shut offs due to nonpayment that was in place is
null and void. The staff is looking to council for direction on how the village will implement shut offs
now. He noted there are multiple assistance programs for those in need. DHS and other agencies
have funds available to help those behind in payments become current. These funds are not
unlimited and Feltman feels that it would be better to reinstitute the shut offs as those that need
the funds will need to show a shut off notice. By reinstituting the shut offs now, residents may be
ahead of those in other communities that will request the same funds.
Administrator Feltman noted that the Village will work with residents on payment terms to bring the
bills up to date. These will be negotiated on a case by case basis. He noted that the village has not
and will not shut off water during the holidays, so active shut offs would not happen until February.
It was noted by council that there are residents that are substantially behind, and it will only get
worse if the village does not reinstitute the shut offs.
Feltman stated that during a normal year there is usually between $8-$9K in delinquent payments,
currently the delinquency is over $39K.
Motion by Lamer, supported by Powell to reinstate the villages shut off policy.
Roll call vote:

Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

B. Items for Action:
a. E. Liberty & Center Street Project Invoice: $327,180.20

Motion by Hoover, supported by Larnerto approve payment. Roll call vote:
Roll call vote:

Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, WenzeI
Nay: None
Motion carried

b. Granger Request to Move Recycling Pickup to Thursday
Granger has requested to move the recycling pick up to Thursday, the same day as trash pickup.
Yard waste pick up will remain on Friday. Cranger will do the outreach and the change will probably
take place in mid-November.
Motion by Hoover, supported by Cicalo to approve. Roll call vote:
Roll call vote:

Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, WenzeI
Nay: None
Motion carried

c. DDA Resignation Letter: Bobbi Mcintyre
Motion by Wenzel, supported by Chludil to accept the resignation of Bobby Mcintyre from the DDA.
Roil call vote:



Roll call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

9. Public Statement II:
Rod Toma of Chesaning asked Administrator Feltman for an update on High Life Farms progress on addressing
odor escaping their plant. regarding odor. Feltman responded that they are having ongoing conversations and
that High Life just completed new HVAC system and found area is in the building where air could escape and are
working on sealing building up. High Ufe has also agreed to install odor monitoring system. They will purchase
and put them in.
Councilwoman Powell has spoken with the owner and did a tour of the facility. She has also spoken with
residents in the area and they have agreed that the odor issue is getting better. High Life has also agreed to
contact residents when there will be construction that may cause odor to escape, so that the residents will be
aware. These instances will be short term.

10. Committee Reports

a. Infrastructure (Lamer, Cicalo, Powell)
Pathway around village office is being completed. Patchwork on various streets throughout town. The
village has spent $113K for the maintenance this year. The Village has learned that they will have $484K
in Federal Aid through the Saginaw County Road commission. These monies can only be used on Brady
St, South Front and North Main. OHM is developing quick cost estimates.

b. Finance & Administration (Hoover, Wenzel, Chludil)
No meeting

c. DDA (Sedlar, Feltman)
The brick radii that has been replaced by concrete came out extremely well. The DDA is trying to find the
funds to replace the bricks on the curb of the sidewalks downtown.

d. Chamber of Commerce Board (Powell, Feltman)
Council was not able to attend the meeting.

e. Planning Commission (Hoover, Chludil)
No meeting

f. Airport (Wenzel, Hoover)
The fly in was a success. They are planning 2 events next year. The Dawn Patrol in July, and another fly-
in for September

g. Fire Board (Lamer, Cicalo)
23 runs since the last meeting.

h. Task Force (Sedlar, Powell)
No meeting

ii. village Staff Reports



a. Police Department Report: Chief Short
Cameras have been installed at Showboat and Cole parks. The police are now able to view entire parks.
They also placed a camera on the front of the Ubrary.
The Police Department will have extra patrols on Halloween and will be handing out candy. The
department will also be at Trunk or treat events that at being held. The trunk or treat event put on by
the Car cruise club attracted over 1000 people.
The Chief wants to remind everyone to remove any valuables and to lock their cars if leaving them
outside.
The Police Department received a grant for stop strips and now have gone through training. The stop
strips will be in the Tahoe.
There has been a subject baiting and hunting on Village property (Airport). The police department is
working with the DNR on this issue.

b. Village Administrator
Drainage issues on Peet Rd. Spicer group investigated the area, and they feel there is no drainage issue.
MDOT financed the study working with Saginaw County and found no issues as well. They feel any past
flooding was due to atypical rain events.

Amanda Danek of Chesaning addressed the council as she organizing the candle walk in town. Her idea
is to move the event from M-57 to side streets in town. The proposed streets to be closed are Front to
Brady, Saginaw to Brady, and Chapman to Brady, along with closing Brady St. off in that area.
Administrator Feltman stated that the Village already has permission from MDOT to close M-57 for the
event. He also mentioned that he had obtained private funding to cover the liability insurance for the
event. Council was concerned about the proposed plan as it would shut out parking for several
businesses in the area. Feltman proposed closing Brady St and Pine St, along with Chapman, Saginaw,
and Front between these to streets. This was agreeable to Ms. Danek.
Motion by Hoover, supported by Wenzel to allow the closures of Brady and Pine Streets and include
Front Saginaw, and Chapman Streets in between Brady and Pine for the Candle walk event. Roll Call
Vote:

Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

12. Executive Session: Collective Bargaining Negotiations

Motion by Hoover, supported by Powell to close regular meeting and go into executive session at 8:57 pm. Roll
call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

Motion by Hoover, supported by Lamer to open regular session at 9:19 pm. In the executive meeting no votes
were taken, no decisions made. Roll call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel
Nay: None
Motion carried

13. Adjournment

Motion by Hoover, supported by Wenzel to adjourn at 9:20 pm. Roll call vote:
Aye: Chludil, Cicalo, Hoover, Lamer, Powell, Sedlar, Wenzel



Nay: None
Motion carried

Minutes respectfully submitted by Village Clerk Trent Vondrasek



VILLAGE OF CHESANING
VENDOR APPROVAL LISTING

COUNCIL MEETING NOVEMBER 3, 2020

VENDOR
Refit NAME DESCRIPTION AMOUNT

$4.00
$250.00
$110.39

$18,768.44
$1,648.74
$2,157.00

$520.10
$694.55

$327,180.20
$6,770.46
$9,507.92

$514.70
$86.46

curb box $616.87
wiper blades, battery $161.19
2012 Charger -oil change $33.95
donation $200.00
lube oil filter 2016 Silverado $50.40
grit tank $990.34
residentail garbage pickup, dumpster $12,057.74
air compressor $331.90
Brady St pump station $2,054.78
CSD testing, boiler testing $228.25
electrical inspections July - Sept $660.00
tree removal -Peet Road $2,650.00
insurance supplement $150.00
retirement $21,793.00
CDL consotrium $375.00
water meter 1 1/2 $387.00
limited treatment training Hollenback $310.00
lab supplies $617.51
category B grant $3,277.50
infrastructure planning $630.00
survey services $750.00
wages, fica, suta $29,679.91
DDA bond refinance $2,303.46
gloves,copier paper, ink, masks, $352.11
weeds Showboat Park, repl trees Church St. $800.00
April - Sept 2020 $234.00
mortar, lumber, flashlight, rope, measurer-laser $202.98
life and disability $342.48
water testing $52.00
gas and diesel $1,151.44
networkfleet - GPS vehicle $129.52
copier lease $112.25

$451,898.54

month end reports
firearms qualification
paper towels
health insurance - active employees
retiree health insurance
online services
retiree spouse insurance
landline phones
Cat B Liberty and Center
utililties
tower repairs
PD - pants, shirt, name plate, vest
caution tape

20200880
20200881
20200882
20200883
20200884
20200885
20200886
20200887
20200888
20200889
20200890
20200891
20200892
20200893
20200894
20200895
20200896
20200897
20200898
20200899
20200900
20200901
20200902
20200903
20200904
20200905
20200906
20200907
20200908
20200909
20200910
20200911
20200912
20200913
20200914
20200915
20200916
20200917
20200918
20200919
20200920
20200921
20200922
20200923
20200924

70TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
A.T. Matthews
Beaver Research Company
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICH
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF MICH
BS&A SOFTWARE
CARRIE TRZIL
CENTURYLINK
Champagne & Marx Excavating Inc
CONSUMERS ENERGY
Detroit Pump & Mfg. Co.
ED REHMANN & SONS
Electrical Terminal Service, Inc.
Ferguson Waterworks
FREY’S AUTO PARTS
FREYS SERVICE CENTER
Friends of the Shiawassee River
Garber Chevrolet Buick
GRAINGER
Granger
HERITAGETIRE &SERVICE CENTER
John E Green Company
JOSEPH DAY CO.
LEON BUNING
M &TTree Service LLC
MARLENE SCHULTZ
MERS
MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
MICHIGAN PIPE &VALVE
MICHIGAN RURAL WATER ASSOC
NCLOF WISCONSIN INC.
OHM
OHM
OHM
PAYROLL ACCOUNT
PNC Bank
QUILL CORP.
Rootnote
Saginaw County Prosecutor
SELF SERVE LUMBER
STANDARD INSURANCE
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Tn-Lakes Petroleum
Verizon Connect
Xerox



TOTALS BY FUND---

101 - General Fund $54,946.77
202 - Major Street Fund $1,092.64
203 - Local Street Fund $334,863.66
394- DDA DEBT FUND $2,303.46
590 - Wastewater Treatment Plant $39,146.29
591 - Water Fund $10,933.70
661 - Equipment Pool $8,612.02

$451,898.54

TOTALS BY DEPT/ACTIVITY

000.000 - $29,679.91
170.000 - General Government $6,469.78
172.000 - Administrator $1,927.89
173.000 - Former Administrator $150.00
228.000 - INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY $719.00
301.000 - Police Department $3,357.97
302.000 - Former Police $2,102.07
371.000 - Building Inspections $660.00
441.000 - Public Works $8,988.02
443.000 - Former DPW Employees $2,168.84
447.000 -TREE MAINTENANCE $3,370.00
456.000 - TRAFFIC SERVICES $32.47
463.000 - Routine Maint $331,837.70
528.000 - refuse collection/disposal $11,951.91
536.000 - Wells & elevated storage tank $2,390.42
537.000 - wastewater treatment $25,891.12
538.000 - collect/distribution system $8,685.24
751.000 - Parks $841.93
820.000 - AIRPORT $115.17
895.000 - FLEET MAINT $8,255.64
906.000 - DEBT SERVICE $2,303.46

$451,898.54



LABOR AGREEMENT

AFSCME COUNCIL #25
LOCAL NO. 1059-Unit A

AND
VILLAGE OF CHESANING

JANUARY 1, 2021 - DECEMBER 31, 2021
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AGREEMENT

This Agreement entered into on this _th day of October, 2020 between the Village of Chesaning
[hereinafter referred to as the Employer] and Unit A of Local No. 1059 affiliated with AFSCME
Council #25, AFL-CJO [hereinafter referred to as the ‘Union”].

PURPOSE AND INTENT

The general purpose of this Agreement is to set forth terms and conditions of employment and to
promote orderly and peaceful labor relations for the mutual interest of the Employer, the
employees, and the Union. The parties recognize that the interest of the community and the job
security of the employees depend upon the Employer’s success in establishing proper service to
the community.

ARTICLE 1

RECOGNITION - EMPLOYEES COVERED

Pursuant to and in accordance with all applicable provisions of Act 379 of the Public Acts of 1965,
as amended, the Employer does hereby recognize the Union as the exclusive representative for
the purpose of collective bargaining in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment and
other conditions of employment for the term of this Agreement of all employees of the Employer
included in the bargaining unit described below:

Unit A: All employees of the Department of Public Works of the Village of Chesaning
including Wastewater Treatment Operators, Clerical and Secretarial employees,
but excluding the Wastewater Treatment Supervisor, Department of Public Works
Supervisor, Village Administrator and employees of Village Police Department.

ARTICLE 2

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

[a] The Village of Chesaning, on behalf of the Electors of the Village of Chesaning, hereby
retains and reserves unto itself, without limitation, all powers, rights, authority, duties, and
responsibilities conferred upon and vested in it by the Laws and Constitution of the State of
Michigan, and it is expressly recognized, merely by way of illustration and not by way of limitation,
based upon the foregoing, that such rights, except as abridged or restricted by the express terms
of this Agreement, shall consist of the following:

[b] The right of exclusive management and control of the government system, its property,
facilities, operations, and affairs.

[c} The right to hire all employees, determine their qualifications, conditions of employment,
dismissal or suspension for just cause, or layoff; to determine the number and scheduling of
all employees; to promote or transfer all employees; to determine the size of the work force; to
assign duties and to direct all employees; and to permit, under emergency circumstances, other
employees not included in the bargaining unit to perform bargaining unit work, when in the
opinion of the Village, it is necessary for the conduct of the municipal service.
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[dj The right to determine services, supplies, and equipment; to determine all methods and means
of distributing and disseminating its services, methods, scheduling, and standards of
operation; to determine the means, methods, and processes of carrying on its services and
duties; and to determine any changes in all the preceding, including innovative programs and
practices.

[e] The right to determine the number and location or relocation of its facilities. The right to
determine all financial practices and policies, including all account procedures, and all other
matters pertaining to public relations of the Village of Chesaning. The right to determine the
size of the management organization, its functions, authority, amount of supervision, and table
of organization. The right to manage its affairs efficiently and economically, including the
determination of quantity and quality of service to be rendered.

[f] The reasonable and responsible exercise of the foregoing powers, rights, authorities, duties
and responsibilities of the Village of Chesaning, the adoption and/or revisions of policies,
reasonable rules, regulations, and practices thereof, and the use of judgment and discretion
in connection therewith, shall be lhnited only by the specific and expressed terms of this
Agreement, and then only to the extent which specific expressed terms are in conformance
with the constitutions and laws of the State of Michigan and the United States.

NOTE: The headings used in this Agreement and Exhibits neither add to nor subtract from the
meaning but are for reference only.

ARTICLE 3

UNION SECURITY

[a) Employees covered by this Agreement at the time it becomes effective may continue
membership in the Union, or pay an amount of money that the Union certifies as service
fee, or exercise their rights under prevailing law with respect to Union membership.

[b) Employees hired or transferred into the bargaining unit after the effective date of this
Agreement may begin membership in the Union and pay the dues, or pay an amount of
money that the Union certifies as a service fee, or exercise their rights under prevailing
law with respect to Union membership.

[c] The Union will hold the Employer, its Officers, Councilmembers, Administrator and
others acting on its behalf, harmless from any and all costs including witness and
attorney fees or other incidental cost of prosecution or defense of any action claimed or
otherwise to which the Employer may be subjected by virtue of the provisions of this
Article.
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ARTICLE 4

DUES CHECK-OFF

[aJ The Employer agrees to deduct from the wages of any employee who is a member of the
Union all Union membership dues and initiation fees uniformly required, if any, as
provided in a written authorization in accordance with the standard form used by the
Employer herein [see attached Exhibit A], provided that said form shall be executed by
the employee. The written authorization for Union dues deduction shall remain in full
force and effect during the period of this Agreement.

[b[ Dues and initiation fees will be authorized, levied and certified in accordance with the
Constitution and By-Laws of the Local Union. Each employee and the Union hereby
authorize the Employer to rely upon and honor certifications by the Secretary-Treasurer
of the Local Union regarding the amounts to be deducted and the legality of the adopting
action speci~ing such amount of Union dues and/or initiation fees.

[c] The Employer agrees to provide this service without charge to the Union.

[d] The Union agrees to save the Employer harmless from any action growing out of these
deductions commenced by an employee against the Employer, and assumes full
responsibility for the disposition of the funds so deducted once they have been turned
over to the authorized responsible Union official.

ARTICLE 5

REPRESENTATION OF CHECK-OFF

[al The Employer agrees to deduct from the wages of any employee who is not a member of
the Union, the Union representation fee as provided in a written authorization in
accordance with the standard form used by the Employer herein [see attached Exhibit A],
provided that the said form shall be executed by the employee. The written authorization
for representation fee deduction shall remain in full force and effect during the period of
this contact.

[b] The amount of such representation fee will be determined as set forth in Article 4 of this
Contract.

[c] When Deductions Begin. Check-off deductions under all properly executed
authorizations for check-off shall become effective at the time the application is signed by
the employee, and shall be deducted from the first [1st] pay period of the month and each
month thereafter. [Subject to Article 3, paragraph C.]

[d] Remittance of Dues to Financial Officer. Deductions for any calendar month shall be
remitted to the designated officer of the Union with an alphabetical list of names of all
employees from whom deductions have been made no later than the fifth 15th] day of the
month following the month in which they were deducted.

Ie] The Employer agrees to provide this service without charge to the Union.
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ARTICLE 6

UNION REPRESENTATION

[a] The employees covered by this Agreement will be represented by a Chapter Chairperson
who shall serve in the capacity of a steward in each of the units. The Unit Chairperson
shall be allowed the necessary time off during working hours, without loss of time or pay,
to investigate and present grievances to the Employer in accordance with the grievance
procedure.

[b] Notwithstanding their position on the seniority list, the Chapter Chairperson shall, in the
event of a layoff of any type, be continued at work provided he/she can perform the
available work. A laid off Chapter Chairperson shall be recalled to work in the event of a
layoff to the first job in the bargaining unit which he/she can perform.

ARTICLE 7

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

It is the intent of the parties of the Agreement that the grievance procedure set forth herein shall
serve as a means for a peaceful settlement of disputes that may arise between them as to the
application and interpretation of this Agreement or conditions of employment. In order to be a
proper matter for the grievance procedure, the grievance must be presented in writing within
fifteen [151 working days of the party’s knowledge of its occurrence. The opposing party will
answer, in writing, any grievance presented to it in writing by the other party.

Employer grievance. An Employer’s grievance must be submitted to the Chapter Chairperson
within a period of fifteen [151 working days of the Employer’s knowledge of its occurrence. If the
matter cannot be resolved by the Chapter Chairperson, the matter shall then be presented in
writing to AFCSME Council #25 within a period of fifteen [15] working days of the Chapter
Chairperson’s written response. Council #25 shall submit a response within fifteen [15] working
days. Should the matter remain unresolved, the Employer would have the ability to file a demand
for arbitration within forty-five [45] calendar days of receipt of the written response of Council
#25.

STEP 1

Any employee having a grievance shall present it to the Employer as follows:

[a] If an employee feels he/she has a grievance, he/she shall discuss the grievance with the
steward.

[b] The steward and the grievant will discuss the grievance with the Village Administrator.

[c] If the matter is not thereby disposed of, it will be submitted in written form by the steward
to the Village Administrator. Upon receipt of the grievance, the Village Administrator shall
sign and date the steward’s copy of the grievance and set up a meeting with the steward,
grievant and Administrator.

[d] The Village Administrator shall give his/her answer to the steward within five [5] working
days of receipt of the grievance.
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STEP 2

If the answer is not satisfactory to the Union, it shail be presented in writing by the Chapter
Chairperson to the Village Council within fourteen [14] days after the Village Administrator’s
response is due. The Village President shall sign and date the Chapter Chairperson’s copy. At the
Village Council level both sides will present their case in an executive session if the Union requests
the executive session. The Village Council shall respond to the Chapter Chairperson in writing
within fifteen [15] working days of the meeting at which the grievance was discussed.

STEP 3

[al If the answer to Step 2 is not satisfactory and the Union wishes to carry it further, the
Chapter Chairperson shall refer the matter to Council #25.

[b] In the event Council #25 wishes to carry the matter further it shall, within fifteen [15]
working days from the date of the Employer’s answer to Step 2, meet with the Employer
for the purposes of attempting to resolve the dispute(s). If the dispute(s) remains unsettled
and council #25 wishes to carry the matter further, Council #25 shall ifie a Demand for
Arbitration in accordance with the American Arbitration Association Rules and Procedures
within forty-five [45] calendar days from the Village Council’s denial of the grievance.

[c] The rules of the American Arbitration Association shall apply. Decisions of the arbitrator
shall be binding on all parties. The fees and expenses of arbitration shall be shared equally
by the Employer and Union. Each party shall bear the costs of its own legal counsel and
witnesses. However, an employee witness on duty during the arbitration hearing will not
lose pay for time spent testi1~ing at said arbitration hearing during his/her regularly
scheduled working hours if the Employer has been provided with a minimum of forty-
eight (48) hours prior notice. The arbitrator shall be limited to the application, meaning,
and/or interpretation of this Agreement and have no authority to add to, subtract from or
amend the provisions of this Agreement.

The Union and Employer agree to maintain an arbitration panel consisting of three (3)
mutually agreed upon arbitrators for the purpose of hearing all grievance arbitration cases
brought hereunder (Ben Wolkinson, Barry Brown, Paul Glendon). Arbitrators on the panel
shall be assigned a grievance arbitration case on a rotating basis. If an arbitrator on the
panel is not able to hear a grievance arbitration case as herein prescribed, the next
arbitrator on the list of arbitrators shall be assigned to the case.

[d] A grievance may be withdrawn without prejudice, and if so withdrawn, all financial
liabilities shall be cancelled.

[e] If the Employer fails to answer a grievance in a timely manner, the Union may advance
the grievance to the next step of the grievance procedure.

[fJ The time limits set forth above shall be strictly adhered to; however, such may be
extended by mutual agreement in writing by the parties.

[gj No claim for back wages shall exceed the amount of wages the employee would
otherwise have earned.

Election of Remedies Clause
When remedies are available for any complaint and/or grievance of an employee through

any administrative or statutory scheme or procedure, except for complaints filed under the
jurisdiction of the EEOC, such as, but not limited to, a veterans preference hearing,
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Department of Labor hearing, or a Michigan Employment Relations Commission Hearing, in
addition to the grievance procedure provided under this contract, and the employee or the Union
elects to utilize the statutory or administrative remedy; the affected employee and the Union
shall thereby waive their contractual right to process their complaint and! or grievance through
the grievance procedure outlined in the contract.

ARTICLE 8

DISCHARGE AND SUSPENSION

J~J Notice of Discharge and Suspension. The Employer agrees, promptly upon the discharge
or suspension of an employee, to noti~’, in writing, the employee and his/her steward of
the discharge or suspension. Said written notice shall contain the specific reasons for the
discharge or suspension.

Iki The discharged or suspended employee will be allowed to discuss his/her discharge or
suspension with his/her steward, and the Employer will make available a meeting room
where he/she may do so before he/she is required to leave the property of the Employer.
Upon request, the Employer or his/her designated representative will discuss the
discharge or suspension with the employee and the steward.

jçJ Appeal of Discharge and Suspension. Should the discharged or suspended employee
and/or the steward consider the discharge or suspension to be improper, the steward
and Council #25 will have a meeting with the Village of Chesaning Council within fifteen
[15] calendar days. If the dispute is not resolved at said meeting, it shall be submitted to
Step 3 of the grievance procedure.

J4J Use of Past Record. In imposing any discipline or discharge on a current charge, the
Employer will not take into account any prior infractions which occurred more than two
121 years previously.

id Rules - The Village of Chesaning reserves the right to establish and change, from time-
to-time, reasonable rules governing the conduct of its employees and to affix penalties
for the violation of such rules. The Union shall have fifteen [15] calendar days to grieve
the reasonableness of any such rule, together with the penalty attached thereto, alter a
copy is received by the Chairperson.

ARTICLE 9

SENIORITY LIST AND PROBATIONARY EMPLOYEES

[a] All bargaining unit employees shall be required to serve a probationary period of 60
calendar days during which time the Village of Chesaning retains the sole right to
terminate such employees with or without cause and without recourse to the grievance
procedure. Upon completion of the 60 day probationary period, the employees seniority
shall accrue from the date of hire. Up to three [3] absences shall not have an effect on an
employees period of probation. Absences in excess of the aforesaid absence allotment
shall extend the probationary period on a day-for-day basis. There shall be no seniority
among probationary employees.

[b] The Union shall represent probationary employees for the purpose of collective bargaining
in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, and other conditions of
employment as prescribed under the terms of this Agreement, except matters which
involve discipline or employment termination for other than Union activity.
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[c] Seniority shall be on a unit-wide basis in accordance with an employees last date of hire.

Ed] Seniority shall not be affected by age, race, sex, marital status or dependents of the
employee.

[e] The seniority list on the date of this Agreement will show the date of hire, names and job
titles of all employees of the unit entitled to seniority.

ARTICLE 10

LOSS OF SENIORITY

An employee s seniority and his/her employment relationship with the Village of Chesaning shall
terminate for any of the following reasons:

[a] If he or she quits or retires.

[b] If he or she is terminated or discharged and the termination or discharge is not reversed
through the procedures set forth in this Agreement.

[c] If he or she is absent for any three [3] consecutive working days without properly notifying
the Village of Chesaning. After such unreported absence, the Village of Chesaning will
send written notification to the employee by certified mail to his or her last known address
that because of the unreported absence he or she is considered to have voluntarily quit
by resigning. In proper cases, exceptions shall be made upon the employee presenting
convincing proof of his or her inability to give such notification.

[d] If he or she fails to return to work within three [3] consecutive working days of the
expiration date of an approved leave of absence, vacation or disciplinary suspension,
without properly notifying the Village of Chesaning. In proper cases, exceptions shall be
made upon the employee presenting convincing proof of his or her inability to return on
the required date.

[e] If he or she has been on layoff or sick leave for a period of two f2] years or for a period
equal to the length of his/her seniority at the time such layoff or sick leave commenced,
whichever is lesser.

[fi If he or she fails to report for work within one week following notification of recall by
certified mail, sent to his/her last known address; with a copy of such notification sent to
the Chairperson.

[g] If he or she makes an intentionally false and material statement on his/her employment
application or on application for leave of absence.

ARTICLE 11

LAYOFF DEFINED

[a] The Employer may lay off employees if it deems such action to be necessary, including
by way of illustration only and not by way of limitation, a reduction in the work force due
to a shortage of work or funds, the abolition of positions, or material changes in
departmental organization.
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[b] When a layoff takes place, employees not entered on the seniority list shall be laid off first.
Thereafter, employees having seniority shall be laid off in inverse order of their seniority,
i.e., the least senior employee on the seniority list being laid off first. Layoff shall be by
department, with bumping rights, provided an employee has the ability to do the work.

[c] Employees to be laid off will receive at least fourteen [14] calendar days advance notice of
the layoff.

[d] During the layoff, the Employer will not schedule more than twenty [20] hours
accumulative overtime hours per week except ira cases of emergency.

ARTICLE 12

RECALL PROCEDURE

(a] When the working force is increased after the layoff, employees will be recalled according
to seniority with the most senior employee on the layoff being recalled first. Notice of
recall shall be sent to the employee at his/her last known address by registered or
certified mail, If an employee fails to report to work within one week from the date of
mailing of Notice of Recall, he/she shall be considered a “quit.”

[b] When employees are on Worker’s Compensation leaves, leaves of absence, or in the case of
special jobs funded by revenue sharing, borrowed funds or special mileage which are over
two [2} weeks in nature, the Employer may call laid off employees by phone. In these cases,
the recall shall be reduced to two [2] days’ notice or as soon as possible.

[c] Recalled employees must be capable of performing the job they are recalled to do.

[d] Employees shall be eligible for recall for a period of two [21 years or their length of seniority,
whichever is less.

ARTICLE 13

VETERAN - REINSTATEMENT OF

[a] The re-employment rights of employees and probationary employees will be in accordance
with all applicable laws and regulations.

jb] National Guard, Armed Forces, Reserves. Employees who are in some branch of the Armed
Forces, Reserves or the National Guard will be paid the difference between their reserve
pay and their regular pay when they are on full-time active duty in the Reserves or
National Guard provided proof of service and pay is submitted not to exceed two [21
calendar weeks per year.

ARTICLE 14
LEAVES OF ABSENCE

[a] Leaves of absence for a period not to exceed one [1] year will be granted in writing
without loss of seniority, but without pay for:

[11 Illness leave [physical or mental];
[2] Prolonged illness in the immediate family [spouse/ child]; and
[3] Educational leave, provided such is related to the employee’s job at the

discretion of the Employer.
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[hi Such leave may be extended for like cause at the Employers discretion. Employees
referred to in paragraphs lal[1] and [a][2] above shaM be informed prior to taking the leave
that they will be required to maintain their own insurance while on such leave subject to
Article 25.

[c] Employees shall not accrue seniority while on any leave of absence granted by the
provisions of this Agreement and shail be returned to the position they held at the time
the leave of absence was granted or to a position to which his/her seniority entitles
him/her.

[d} Members of the Union selected to attend the function of the Union shall be allowed time
off without pay to attend. The limit shall be three [~i days per year.

ARTICLE 15

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS

Temporary assignments for the purpose of filling vacancies of employees who are on vacation,
absent because of illness, etc., may be granted to senior employees who meet the minimum
requirements for such job.

ARTICLE 16

JURY DUTY

An employee who serves on jury duty will be paid the difference between his/her pay for jury duty
and his/her regular pay. Employees working other than the day shift selected to serve on jury
duty will be temporarily assigned the day shift for the period of the jury duty.

ARTICLE 17

WORKING HOURS

[al The basic workday of all employees of the Village of Chesaning shall consist of eight [81
hours out of the calendar day. As far as it is practicable, this workday shall conform with
the established hours of business. This conformity shall not interfere with the special
time schedules governing departments operating more than eight [8] hours in each
calendar day. Nor shall this provision for an eight [8] hour day be construed as prohibiting
the creation of part-time employment or the establishment of rotative, staggered or
shortened work periods. Full-time employment is defined as forty [40] or more hours per
week.

[bi Employees shall be allowed thirty [30] minutes off for lunch not included lii their regular
workday.

[c] Employees who work a full eight [8] hour day may take a coffee break during the first half
and second half of their regular shift; said breaks not to exceed fifteen [15] minutes each
in duration. Coffee breaks cannot be added to the lunch period nor accumulated in any
manner.
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ARTICLE 18
PREMIUM PAY

[al Time and one-half [1-1/21 will be paid as follows:

[1] All hours over forty [40] hours accrued during the normal workweek, Monday
through and including Friday.

[2] For Saturday and Sunday, as such, subject, however to the provisions of
paragraph [bi of this Article 18.

Exception: When the Village returns to a full staffing i.e., “Three (3) level” and schedules
employees in the Wastewater Treatment Plant to work a rotational schedule of four (4)
hours worked on Saturday and four (4) hours on Sunday, with the preceding Thursday
designated as a day off work, no overtime premium will be paid and the four (4) hours
worked on both Saturday and Sunday will be paid at the employees straight time rate.

[b] In reference to weekend and holiday on-call for purpose of this Agreement, on-call
employees required to stand by on weekends shall be compensated by receiving a rate of
seventy dollars [$70.00] per day for being on can. The employee will be paid at the rate of
time and one-half [1-1/2] for all hours worked. It is expressly understood that employees,
while on-call, shall not be required to perform work that is scheduled in advance, but
shall be on-call only for the purpose of emergencies.

[1] Weekend as used in this paragraph shall cover a period of time from 12:0 1 a.rn.
Saturday through 12:0 1 a.m. Monday.

[2] On-call duty will be assigned on a rotating basis alphabetically using the last name
of the employee.

[c] Overtime hours shall be divided as equally as possible among employees of the
bargaining unit. When overtime is required, the available employees within the
classification with the least number of overtime hours will be called first and so on down
the list in an attempt to equalize the overtime hours. Time not worked because the
employee did not choose to work will be charged the average number of hours worked
during the overtime period.

An up-to-date list of overtime will be maintained by the Employer and will be made
available upon request of the Union or the employees.

Each anniversary date of this Agreement, the employee with the least amount of overtime
will revert to a zero [0] balance and all other employees’ overtime record will be reduced
by the same amount.

Any new hire will be charged the highest number of overtime hours and wifi thereafter
share in the equalization of overtime.
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ARTICLE 19

FUNERAL LEAVE

[a] Any full-time employee shall be allowed three [3] working days with pay as funeral leave
days, for for a death in the immediate family. Immediate family is to be defined as follows:
mother, father, step-parents, brother, sister, wife/husband, son, daughter, stepchildren,
mother-in-law, or father-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, grandparents,
grandchildren, or a member of the employee household, not to be deducted from PPH
days.

[b] Any full-time employee selected to be a pall bearer for a deceased employee will be allowed
one [1] funeral leave day with pay not to be deducted from PPH days.

[c] The Chapter Chairperson or his/her representative shall be allowed one [1] funeral day
with pay in the event of a death of a member of the Union who is a member of the
bargaining unit for the exclusive purpose of attending the funeral.

ARTICLE 20

VACATION ELIGIBILITY

[a] Any full-time employee shall earn credits toward vacation with pay in accordance with
the following schedule:

After one [1] year one [1] week
After two [2] years two [2] weeks
After five [5] years three [3] weeks
After ten [10] years four [4] weeks

ARTICLE 21

VACATION PERIOD

[a] Vacations will be granted at such times during the year as requested by the employee and
approved by the Employer based on seniority and the efficient operation of the Village with
advance requests being given preference.

[b] When a holiday is observed by the Employer during a scheduled vacation, the vacation
will be extended to one [1] day continuous with the vacation.

[c] An employee may carry over up to ten [10] days of vacation from year to year.

[d] If an employee becomes hospitalized and is under the care of a duly licensed physician
during his/her vacation, his/her vacation will be rescheduled. In the event his/her
incapacity continues through the year, he/she will be awarded payment in lieu of vacation
less PPH days.
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[5] If an employee is laid off, retired or severs his/her employment, he/she will receive any
unused vacation credit including that accrued in the current calendar year. A recalled
employee who received credit at the time of layoff for the current calendar year will have
such credit deducted from his/her vacation the following year.

[c] Rate during vacation. Employees will he paid their current rate based on their regular
scheduled day while on vacation and will receive credit for any benefits provided for in
this Agreement.

ARTICLE 22

LIFE INSURANCE COVERAGE

The Employer agrees to pay the full premium of term life insurance plan for each full-time
employee based on annual wage rounded up to the next one thousand dollars [$1,000.00] while
employed. Life insurance benefits shall be discontinued during a period of layoff. Life insurance
benefits will also be discontinued for employees on leave of absence, except those employees on
leave of absence as a result of a work-related injury who shall be entitled to receive the benefit
for a period of 6 months following the start of such leave.

ARTICLE 23

HOLIDAY PROVISIONS

[a] The following holidays shall be paid holidays for all employees covered by this Agreement:

New Year’s Eve Day
New Year’s Day
President’s Day
Columbus Day
Martin Luther King Day
Veteran’s Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Fourth of July
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve Day
Christmas Day

Employee’s birthday or another day designated six months in advance by the
employee.

Employees will be paid their current rate based on their regular scheduled workday for
said holidays for the number of hours they would normally be scheduled to work.

[b] When a holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be recognized as the
holiday; and when a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday shall be recognized
as the holiday.

[c] Employees required to work holidays shall be paid holiday pay at time and one-half 111/2]
for all hours worked on a holiday; over eight [8] hours on a holiday at double time and
one-half [2-1/2].
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ARTICLE 24

HOSPITALIZATION MEDICAL COVERAGE

[a] The Employer will provide for full-time employees and his/her family [an employee
working 30 or more hours per week shall be considered as being a full-time employee] SB
HRA PPO Gold $1500-Simply Blue, Blue Dental PPO Plus SG 100/80/50 (($1,000 Annual
Max), Blue Vision SG 12-12-12 $5/ $10. Employer will cover 62.5% of the out-of-pocket
maximum for employees and his/her family applicable during any calendar year or one-
year period as defined by the insurance policy. Family continuation will be discontinued
for employees hired after March 1, 2002, unless they choose to purchase it at the
employees expense. The Employer will utilize a third-party administrator for management
of deductible payments. This coverage, or its substantial equivalent, shall be applied to
all employees covered by the terms of this Agreement, except those employees who
demonstrate insurance coverage comparable to or better shall have the option to receive
the amount of single coverage less co-pay deposited into a Village approved annuity.

Note: It is the Villages intent to continue the statutory hard-cap option for the duration
of this contract.
Note: Employer and Union agree to open the contract for the exclusive purpose of
reviewing alternative health insurance options in calendar year 2016.

[b] The Employer agrees to pay the full premium for hospitalization medical coverage for the
full-time employee and his/her family when an employee is disabled from working as a
result of illness, injury or childbirth, for a period not to exceed six [6] months.

[c] Employer agrees to match up to $1000.00 annually to the MERS 457 Plan
administered by the Municipal Employees’ Retirement System on a dollar per dollar
basis.

ARTICLE 25

RATES FOR NEW JOBS

When a new job is created within the bargaining unit, the Employer will noti~’ the Union of the
classification and rate structure prior to it’s become effective. In the event the Union does not
agree that the rate is proper, it shall be subject to negotiations.

ARTICLE 26

COMPUTATION OF BENEFITS

All hours paid to the employee shall be considered as hours worked for the purpose of computing
any of these benefits under the Agreement.
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ARTICLE 27

CONTRACTING AND SUBCONTRACTING OF WORK

[a] The Village is genuinely interested in maintaining maximum employment for all seniority
employees covered by this Agreement consistent with the needs of the Village. Therefore,
in making these determinations, the Village intends always to keep the interest of the
village’s employees in mind.

[bi The right of contracting or subcontracting is vested in the Village. The right to contract
or subcontract shall not be used for the purpose or intention of undermining the Union
nor to discriminate against any of its members.

[c] In cases of contracting or subcontracting affecting employees covered by this Agreement,
the Village will notify the Union in writing prior to letting the contract. The Union
representatives upon request, will be advised of the nature, scope and approximate dates
of work to be performed and the reason [equipment, manpower, etc.] why the Village is
contemplating contracting out of work.

ARTICLE 28

WORKER’S COMPENSATION

[a] Each employee covered by this Agreement will be covered in accordance with the
applicable Workers Compensation law.

[b] In the event an employee suffers a job related injury or illness compensable under the
Worker’s Compensation law which causes his/her hospitalization, or in the event
hospitalization is not required and the injury or illness is of disabling nature as certified
by the regular duties, the Employer agrees to continue the employee at his/her regular
pay for the first [1st] week of absence.

[c] If the employee is reimbursed by Worker’s Compensation for the first [1st] week as in
paragraph [b], then the employee will reimburse to the Village the amount of Worker’s
Compensation received for that first [1st] week, the intent to be that the employee is not
paid twice for one [1] week.

ARTICLE 29

CONSOLIDATION OR ELIMINATION OF JOBS

The Employer agrees that any consolidation or elimination of jobs shall not be effected without a
special conference.

ARTICLE 30
PAID PERSONAL HOLIDAYS

[a] All employees covered by this Agreement shall accumulate one [1] PPH per month not to
exceed twelve 112] days per year. All unused PPH will be paid upon termination of
employment with the Employer, and upon death of an employee, all unused PPH will be
paid at the prevailing rate to the employee’s beneficiary.

[b] Employees will give a twenty-four [24] hour notice when possible when using PPH day.
Employees will be able to carry over ten [101 PPHs to the next year. The Employer may
limit the number of employees using a specific day as a PPM day.
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ARTICLE 31

SPECIAL CONFERENCE

[a] Special conferences for important matters will be arranged between the Chapter
Chairperson and the Employer or its designated representative upon the request of either
party. Such meetings shall be between at least two [2] representatives of the Union and
at least two [2] representatives of management. Arrangements for such special
conferences shall be made in advance, and an agenda of the matters to be taken up at
the meeting shall be presented at the time the conference is requested. Matters taken up
in special conference shall be confined to those included in the agenda. The special
conference shall be held within fifteen [15] calendar days after the request has been
made. Members of the Union shall be required to meet on their own time. This meeting
may be attended by the representatives of Council #25 and/or representatives of the
International Union.

[b] The Union representatives may meet on the Employer’s property for at least one-half (1/2]
hour immediately preceding the conference.

ARTICLE 32

SHIFT PREMUM

[a] Employees who work on the second shift shall receive, in addition to their regular pay for
the pay period, thirty-five cents [$0.35] per hour shift premium.

[b] Employees who work on the third shift shall receive, in addition to their regular pay for
the pay period, thirty-five cents [$0.35] per hour shift premium.

[cj Shift hours:

First Shift: 7:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
Second Shift; 3:30 p.m. until 11:30 p.m.
Third Shift: 11:30 p.m. until 7:30 a.m.

WWTP First Shift: 6:00 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
Second Shift: 2:30 p.m. until 10:30 p.m.
Third Shift: 10:30 p.m. until 6:00 a.m.

Office First Shift: 8:00 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.

No shift shall be changed unless agreed upon by the Employer and the Union.

[d] An employee reporting for overtime shall be guaranteed at least three [3] hours pay at the
rate of time and one-half [1-1/2].

[e] Shift premium does apply to call in or emergency work, such as pipe breakage or snow
removal, unless management has regularly scheduled employees to work second or third
shifts,
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ARTICLE 33

INSURANCE CARRiERS

The Employer shall retain the right to select the insurance carriers and to change or modify
coverage for all its insurance plans offered to bargaining unit employees or to become self-insured;
provided the Employer maintains substantially equivalent benefit levels currently in place on the
effective date of this Agreement. All insurance coverages provided bargaining unit employees are
subject to the terms and conditions of their respective policies. The Employer will provide 30 days
written notice of changes to the Union prior to the benefit plan change.

ARTICLE 34

DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY

Section 1. Introduction
Illegal drugs in the work place present a danger to all concerned. Drugs impair safety and

health, promote crime, lower productivity and work quality and undermine public confidence. In
our commitment to protect the public and to safeguard the health of our employees while at the
same time providing a safe working environment, the Village of Chesaning hereby establishes and
adopts this Drug and Alcohol Policy.

All employees are covered by this policy and are required to abide by the terms of this
policy. This policy also implements the statutory requirements for drug and alcohol testing for
CDL holders and provides for mandatory drug and alcohol testing for employees under prescribed
circumstances.

Accordingly, effective immediately, all Village of Chesaning property and premises,
including work sites and all Village of Chesaning vehicles, are declared to be drug free work
places. All employees are hereby requested to cooperate and give this policy their full support.

Section 2. Treatment Provisions
The Village of Chesaning encourages employees to seek treatment voluntarily for

alcohol or drug abuse. Any employee who comes forth voluntarily and notifies their immediate
supervisor or the Village of Chesaning Administrator of alcohol or drug abuse problems prior to
any incident of misconduct or violation of the Drug and Alcohol Policy Rules and Regulations will
be given assistance extended to employees with other illnesses. However, voluntarily seeking
assistance shall not excuse the failure to comply with the Drug and Alcohol Policy Rules and
Regulations nor mitigate a positive test result or a refusal to test.

Section 3. Drug and Alcohol Policy Rules and Regulations
A. Prohibited Conduct

All employees are expected to be in suitable mental and physical condition to perform
their assigned duties safely and satisfactorily at all times. The following rules and regulations set
forth specific prohibitions regarding the use of drugs and alcohol on the job;

1. The unauthorized use, possession, manufacture, distribution, sale, or storage of any
controlled substances, illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia on Village of Chesaning property
include buildings, parking lots, driveways, work sites and facilities or while on Village of
Chesaning business, in Village of Chesaning vehicles or during working hours. Said prohibited
drugs include the following by way of example and not by way of limitation: amphetamines,
cannabinoids, cocaine, phencycidine, methacholine, opiates, barbiturates, benzodiazepine,
methadone, and propoxyphene.

2. The unauthorized use, possession, manufacture, distribution, or sale of alcohol on Village
of Chesaning premises or while on Village of Chesaning business, in Village of Chesaning supplied
vehicles or during working hours.
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3. Failure to notil3’ the employee’s immediate supervisor before beginning work, that the
employee is taking medication or drugs which may interfere with the safe and effective
performance of duties.

4. Failure to provide, by the next workday following a request, a valid prescription for any
drug or medication identified when the results of a drug test are positive. If the employee is
taking prescription drugs, the prescription must be in the employee’s name.

5. Violating any criminal drug or alcohol statute while working. Conviction under any
criminal drug statute.

6. Failing to notify the Village of Chesaning of any conviction under any criminal drug or
alcohol statute within five [5] calendar days following the conviction.

7. Reporting to work, or working while under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol whether
on Village of Chesaning premises, on any Village of Chesaning business, or in Village of
Chesaning supplied vehicles. “Under the influence” is defined as being unable to perform work
in a safe productive manner, being in a physical or mental condition which creates a risk to the
safety and wellbeing of the public, the individual, other employees, or Village of Chesaning
property.

Any employee engaging in prohibited conduct as specified above, or receiving a confirmed
positive drug test, or a confirmed alcohol level of 0.02 or higher ICDL Holders] or 0.04 or higher
[Non-CDL Holders] shall be subject to discipline up to and including discharge from employment.

B. Investigation
To ensure that illegal drugs and alcohol do not enter or affect the work place, the Village

of Chesaning reserves the right to undertake reasonable searches of all Village of Chesaning
property and premises in furtherance of this policy. Searches for the purpose described herein
will be conducted only where the Village of Chesaning has reasonable suspicion that an employee
has violated the Village of Chesaning’s Drug and Alcohol Policy, and that evidence of such
misconduct may be found during the search.

C. Testing During Employment
1. Reasonable Suspicion Testing: Employees shall be subject to testing when the Village of
Chesaning has reasonable suspicion based upon specific objective evidence that the employee is
in violation of the Village of Chesaning’s Drug and Alcohol Policy. Such objective evidence may
include, but is not limited to, direct observation of drug or alcohol use or of the physical
symptoms or manifestations of being under the influence of drugs or alcohol; abnormal conduct
or erratic behavior while at work; significant deterioration in work performance; or evidence that
an employee has sold, possessed, manufactured, sold, solicited, or distributed drugs while
working or while on any Village of Chesaning property, work site, or facility. A written record
shall be made of the observation leading to a reasonable suspicion test and signed by the
supervisor who made the observation within twenty-four [24] hours of the observed behavior or
before the results of the test are released, whichever is earlier.

2. Refusal to Test: Any employee refusing to submit to an alcohol or drug test administered
in accordance with this policy will be subject to discipline up to and including discharge from
employment. Refusal to submit to an alcohol or drug test will be considered the same as a positive
test result. ‘Refusal to Submit’ to an alcohol or controlled substance test means that an employee
[I] fails to provide adequate breath testing without a valid medical explanation after he! she has
received notice of the requirement for breath testing; or 12] fails to
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provide adequate urine for drug testing without a valid medical explanation after he/she has
received notice of the requirement for urine testing; or [3] engages in conduct that clearly
obstructs the testing process.

D. Conviction for Drug-Related Crime
Any employee convicted under a criminal drug statute for violations occurring on or off

the Village of Chesaning premises shall report such conviction to his/her immediate supervisor
within five [5] calendar days of conviction. Failure to report such a conviction will result in
immediate discharge from employment.

E. Confidential Nature of Information
The medical records of individual employees with alcohol or drug dependency within the

custody of the Village of Chesaning will be treated with strict confidentiality and will be accessed
only on a need-to-know basis as required by law.

F. Over-the-Counter and Prescribed Drugs
An employee who is taking over-the-counter or prescribed medications and as a result is

not able to perform his/her job safely and efficiently should request a leave of absence. In the
event the Village of Chesaning questions the employees job performance and believes the
difficulties may be attributable to medication side effects, etc., the employee shall be required to
explain the use of the medication to the Village Administrator. The Village Administrator will
then decide upon appropriate action; i.e., sending the individual home, placing the individual on
a medical leave of absence, requiring a drug test or other action.

Section 4. Drug and Alcohol Testing Protocol
A. This protocol applies to any Village of Chesaning request for submission of urine
specimens involving drug and alcohol testing in accordance with applicable regulations.

B. The Village of Chesaning shall be solely responsible for all costs incurred in conjunction
with alcohol breath testing and reporting. The Village of Chesaning shall be solely responsible
for costs in conjunction with screening and confirmation testing the split sample’ at the same
or different DHHS certified laboratory.

C. The Village of Chesaning shall insure that all alcohol and drug tests that are conducted
are in compliance with all the requirements of the Department of Transportation [DOT].

The Village of Chesaning shall have the responsibility for selecting an agency that will
properly conduct the drug test and furnish reliable results. The agency selected must also
provide the ancillary services needed, including specimen retention of “positiv& samples for five
[5] years. The laboratory shall have the capability of timely providing hard copy reports of
specimen analysis results.

The Village of Chesaning shall have the responsibility for selecting an agency that will
properly conduct the alcohol breath test. This agency will utilize Breath Alcohol Technicians
[BATI and will use Evidential Breath Devices [EBD] for both screening and confirmation tests.
The confirmation test will produce three hard copies of the testing results. The agency selected
must also provide the ancillary services needed, including retention of “positive” hard copy print
out of positive confirmation tests for five [5] years. The agency shall have the capability of timely
providing hard copy reports of the testing results.

D. Preliminary urine testing may be done by Immunoassay procedures, but samples testing
positive from such preliminary screening tests shall be subject to an additional confirmatory
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry [GC/ MS] test. No urine test shall be reported positive
until confirmation by such GC/ MS testing. In addition, the laboratory shall
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retain a portion of the initial sample of be made available on request to the employee for
independent confirmatory tests.

Collection and processing procedures for the types of tests covered by this policy shall
be done substantially in accordance with those procedures in 49 CFR Part 40, including Sub
parts A, B, and C to insure that samples are not tampered with during, or after collection.
When urine testing is utilized, the Village of Chesaning shall assure that appropriate chain of
custody security measures are followed.

The confirmatory positive test result “cut-off’ levels shall be as provided in 49 CFR 40.87
[a] set out in the following table:

dC/MS CONFIRMATION TEST

Marijuana Metabolite 15 ng/ml
Cocaine Metabolite 100 ng/ml
Opiates:
Morphine 2000 ng/ml
Codeine 2000 ng/ml
6-Acetylmorphine 10 ng/mL
Phencyclidine [PC9 25 ng/ml
Amphetamines:
Amphetamine 250 ng/ml
Methamphetamine 250 ng/ml
Barbiturates 200 ng/ml
Benzodiazepine 200 ng/ml
Methadone 200 ng/ml
Methaqualone 200 ng/ml
Propoxyphene 200 ng/ml
MDMA 2SOngfml
MDA7 250 ng/ml
MDEA5 250 ng/ml

Only specimens confirmed as positive by the dC/MS test procedure shall be reported as
positive for controlled substances by the testing laboratory. Test results shall be reported to the
Village Administrator substantially in accordance with the procedures set out in 49 CFR 40.29.
The Village Administrator shall review the results reported from the laboratory substantially in
accordance with the procedures set out in 49 CFR 40.23.

E. Tests for alcohol levels shall be considered to veri~’ intoxication or impairment when the
blood/alcohol level is 0.04 or higher [Non-CDL Holders], or 0.02 or higher [CDL Holders].

F. The Village of Chesaning shall be responsible for all costs incurred for implementation
and maintenance of this Drug and Alcohol Policy.

Section 5. CDL Holders
It is the intention of the Village of Chesaning to comply with the Omnibus Transportation

Act (OTA], Federal Highway Administration [FHWA], and Department of Transportation [DOT]
rules and regulations, and accordingly, all employees who are CDL Holders shall be required to
comply with all applicable OTA, FHWA, and DOT rules and regulations, and any amendments or
revisions thereto.
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ARTICLE 35

NO STRIKE CLAUSE/NO LOCKOUT

The Union and each member of the bargaining unit agree that there shall be no strikes, stoppages
of work, slowdowns, or other interference with the operations of the Village of Chesaning provided
that the Village of Chesaning shall not lock out members of the bargaining unit during the term
of this Agreement. In the event of such interruption or curtailment, after written notice from the
Village of Chesaning, the Union shall immediately instruct the involved employees that their
conduct is in violation of this Agreement, and that they may be disciplined up to and including
discharge for dereliction of duty; and, the Union shall instruct all persons to immediately cease
such conduct.

ARTICLE 36

SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations which resulted in this Agreement, each had
the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any subject
or matter not removed by law from the area of collective bargaining, and that the understandings
and agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise of that right and opportunity are set
forth in this Agreement. No agreement or understanding contrary to this collective bargaining
Agreement, nor any alteration, variation, waiver or modification of any of the terms or conditions
contained herein shall be binding upon the parties hereto unless such agreement, understanding,
alteration, variation, waiver or modification is executed in writing between the parties. It is further
understood and agreed that this Agreement constitutes the sole, only and entire Agreement
between the parties hereto and cancels and supersedes any other agreement, understandings,
practices and arrangements heretofore existing.

ARTICLE 37

SAVINGS CLAUSE

La! If any article or section of this Agreement, or any riders thereto, should be held invalid by
operation of law or by a tribunal of competent jurisdiction, or if compliance with or enforcement
of any article or section should be restrained by such tribunal pending a final determination as
to its validity, the remainder of this Agreement and of any rider thereto, or the application of such
article or section to persons or circumstances other than those to which it has been held invalid
or as to which compliance with or enforcement of has been restrained, shall not be affected
thereby.

[b] In the event that any article or section is held invalid or enforcement of or compliance with
which has been restrained, as above set forth, the parties affected thereby shall enter into
immediate collective bargaining negotiations upon the request of the Union or the Employer for
the purpose of arriving at a mutually satisfactory replacement for such article or section during
the period of invalidity or restraint.
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ARTICLE 38
APPENDICES

The following appendices are incorporated and made a part of this Agreement:

A. Classification and Rates
B. Uniform and Uniform Allowance & Cell Phone Allowance
C. Pensions
ID, Part Time Employees
E, Bonus
F. Supervisors Working
0. Insurance
H. Seasonal Employees
I. Pay Rate for Re-hired Employees
J. License



ARTICLE 39

DURATION /TERMINATION I MODIFICATION

[a] This Agreement shall be effective and shall remain in full force and effect through the 31st
day of December, 2021. It shall be automatically renewed from year-to-year thereafter
unless either party shall noti& the other in writing at least sixty 160] days prior to the
expiration date that it desires to modify this Agreement. In the event that such notice is
given, negotiations shall begin no later than thirty [30] days prior to the expiration date,
in which case this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect until terminated as
provided hereinafter.

[bi In the event that either party desires to terminate this Agreement, written notice must be
given to the other party not less than thirty [30] days prior to the desired termination date,
such notification date shall not be before the expiration date set forth in the preceding
paragraph.

[c] Notice of Termination of Modification. Notice shall be in writing and shall be sufficient if
sent by certified mail address, if to the Union, to Michigan AFSCME Council #25, 1024 N.
Washington Avenue, Lansing, Michigan 48906; and if to the Employer, addressed to
Village of Chesaming, Village Hall, Chesaning, Michigan 48616; or to any such address as
the Union or the Employer may make available to each other.

ARTICLE 40

EFFECTIVE DATE

This Agreement shall become effective as of the first (1st) day of March, 2021.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this instrument to be executed on the
day and year first above written.

FOR THE UNION: FOR THE EMPLOYER:

Mark Schultz Joseph Sediar, Jr.

Judy Gross Tina Powell

Donna Kralt Phil Lamer

Dated Dated
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APPENDIX A

CLASSIFICATION AND RATES

EFFECTIVE DATES

CREWMAN 3-01-2021
Starting $17.83
Six [6] months $18.29
Eighteen [18] months $19.87
Three [3] years $19.98
Six [6] years $20.07
Part-time $12.00

WASTEWATER TREATMENT OPERATOR 3-01-2018
Starting $18.29
Six [6] months $18.96
Eighteen [18] months $20.30
Three [3] years $20.37
Six [6] years $20.40
Part-time $12.00

ADMINISTRATIVE/ACCOUNTING
Starting
Six [6] months
Eighteen [18] months
Three [3] years
Six [6] years

3-01-201
$15.58
$16.15
$17.32
$17.42
$17.50

Lump Sum Payment
A $750.00 lump sum payment shall be accorded
2021.

to employees on the active payroll on March 1,

Effective with the first pay period ending in calendar year January 1, 2014, employees will be
paid bi-weekly rather than weekly. The Employer will credit current Employees with one (1) week
(40 hours) of advance pay to affect this transaction. This will necessitate that an amount equal
to this advance pay will be deducted from the employees last pay check upon separation of
employment for any reason, including death, discharge, retirement, resignation, etc.

TEMPORARY DPW SUPERINTENDENT

Any bargaining unit employee, appointed by the Village Administrator, to fill a temporary vacancy
when the DPW/WWTP Superintendent is on vacation, paid personal holiday, any other approved
leave, or unavailable by telephone or personal contact, will be accorded fifty (50) percent of the
difference of pay between their regular rate of pay and the regular rate of pay for DPW/WWTP
Superintendent. The most senior employee will receive the appointment.
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LICENSE BONUS

Employees in the Water Distribution/ Limited Treatment and General Mechanics will receive an
additional one dollar [$1.00] per hour for a license obtained. A formal copy of the license must be
submitted to the administrator and be approved as valid by such.

APPENDIX B

UNIFORM AND UNIFORM ALLOWANCE & CELL PHONE ALLOWANCE

[a] Crewman and Wastewater Treatment Operator shall be allowed two hundred dollars
[$200.00] per year clothing allowance payable on April 1 and November 1 of each year in
equal amounts of one hundred dollars [$100.00] each payment. Any footwear which may
be required shall be furnished at the Employer’s expense.

[b] The Village agrees to pay $25.00/month for any employee of the Department of Public
Works or Wastewater Treatment Plan that use their personal cell phones for Village-
related business. Employee recognizes that their cell phone will be the primary means of
contact between the Village during and after normal business hours.

APPENDIX C

PENSIONS

[a] The Employer agrees to provide the MERS pension plan B-i as of the effective date of this
Agreement. The F50/25 Rider shall be added as of March 1, 1998. All monies in the
account of employees under the previous pension program shall be payable to each
employee.

[b] Employee contribution to the MERS pension plan of nine (9) percent effective March 1,
2018. Employee contribution to the MERS pension plan of ten (10) percent effective March
1, 2019. Employee contribution to the MERS pension plan of eleven (11) percent effective
March 1, 2020.

[ci The Employer agrees to provide the MERS pension plan C-I New, FAC 5, 10 year vesting,
retirement age 60 to all new hires effective March 1, 2012.

APPENDIX D

PART TIME EMPLOYEES

[a] A part time employee for the purposes of this Agreement is defined as any employee
working twenty-nine [291 hours or less per week.

[bi Part time employees working twenty-nine [29] hours or less per week shall not receive any
of the benefits provided for in the collective bargaining agreement. Employees regularly
working thirty [30] hours or more per week shall be entitled to a share in all the benefits
provided in this Agreement on a prorated basis.
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APPENDIX E

BONUS

The Employer will establish a fund exclusively for employee performance bonuses. The
Employer will budget $7,500.00 for each of the years the contract is in effect. Employees will
qualilS’ for a performance bonus based upon a satisfactory performance evaluation. Employees
must have one (year) of service prior to December 1st to qualil3’ for the bonus program. Bonus
payments will be paid the first pay period in November of each year.

APPENDIX F

SUPERVISORS WORKING

1. In an emergency or where regular employees are not available.

2. To instruct or train employees.

3. To do experimental work on a new job.

4. To fill personnel shortages caused by scheduled employees not reporting to work.

5. In all other cases where unit employees not reporting to work.

APPENDIX G

INSURANCE

The Employer will provide each full-time employee who has successfully completed probation
with short term disability insurance providing for sixty-six and two-thirds percent [66-2/3%] wage
replacement for a period up to twenty-six [26] weeks for non-work related disabilities. Weekly
benefits will begin on the first [1st] day of disability due to an accident or on the eighth ~8th] day
of a disability due to illness. Work related injuries are to be covered pursuant to Workers
Compensation. In the event that after twenty-six weeks the employee does not return to work,
the employee will be terminated and all accrued leave hours will be paid, as stipulated in this
contract, unless other provisions, outlined in Article 14 of this contract, are made with the Village.
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APPENDIX H

SEASONAL EMPLOYEES

[a] The Village of Chesaning may hire “seasonal employees” not to exceed three [3] in
number between the dates of April 1 and November 30. Seasonal employees will not be
eligible to become members of a bargaining unit.

[bi The Village will employ a minimum of three [3] full-time employees in the Department
of Public Works of the Unit A bargaining unit when the Village utilizes seasonal
employees.

[c] Jn the event of a reduction of minimum staffing below three [3] full-time employees in
the Department of Public Works of the Unit A bargaining unit, the Village shall first lay
off all part-time and seasonal employees.

APPENDIX I

PAY RATE FOR REHIRED EMPLOYEES

If an employee leaves employment and is rehired at a later date, the employee will be rehired at
the following rates based on prior seniority;

[a] With 18 months or more previous seniority, the employee shall be rehired at the Eighteen
[18] month pay rate.

[b] With 3 years or more previous seniority, the employee shall be rehired at the Three Year
rate of pay.

[c] This provision places the rehired employee in a higher pay grade only, but in no way is to
be construed as to give the employee any other seniority benefits related to seniority of
this agreement.

APPENDIX J

The Village of Chesaning will continue to pay the costs for the required CDL physical and the
CDL license renewal, and Water and Wastewater Treatment required training.

License Renewal Fees - For current employees, the Employer will pay the cost of required State
of Michigan Operator Certification Renewal (Drinking Water & Wastewater Operators).
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EXHIBIT A

CHECK-OFF AUTHORIZATION FORM

AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYROLL DEDUCTION

TO:

I hereby request and authorize you to deduct from my earnings one of the following:

[] An amount established by the Union as monthly dues.

or

An amount equivalent to monthly Union dues, which is established as
a service fee.

The amount deducted shall be paid to Michigan Council 25, AFSCME, AFL-CIO on behalf of Local
1059.

BY:
Print Last Name First Name

Address Zip Code Telephone

Department Classification

DateSignature

COUNCIL 25 COPY
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218 North Front Street
Chesaning, Michigan 48616

Phone Number: 989-845-3800 Fax Number: 989-845-2277

LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING
The Continuation of Collective Bargaining in 2021

AFSCME 1059 Unit A & Unit B (Union) in conjunction with the Village of Chesaning (Village)
hereby agree to the following regarding ongoing collective bargaining in calendar year 2021:

1. Given that the Village and Union agreed to a one-year contract effective January 1, 2021
in consideration of the unknown economic and financial impact of the COVID 19
pandemic’s impact on future Village budgets, both parties agree that negotiations in
2021 are a continuation of the current negotiation process.

2. The Union and Village agree to maintain the current negotiation committees’
membership intact, as much as possible, so that ongoing conversations will not be
hampered by completely new committee membership.

3. Union requests and the Village agrees that Troy Feitman will be contracted to mediate
the negotiations.

AFSCME Unit A: Village of Chesaning:

Judy Gross

Donna Kraft

Joseph Sedlar Jr., President

Phil Lamer, President Pro-Tern

Mark Schultz Tina Powell, Councilwoman
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AGREEMENT

This Agreement entered into on this __th day of October, 2020 between the Village of
Chesaning [hereinafter referred to as the “Employer] and Unit B of Local No. 1059 affiliated
with AFSCME Council #25, AFL-CIO [hereinafter referred to as the “Union”]

PURPOSE AND INTENT

The general purpose of this Agreement is to set forth terms and conditions of employment and
to promote orderly and peaceful labor relations for the mutual interest of the Employer, the
employees, and the Union. The parties recognize that the interest of the community and the
job security of the employees depend upon the Employer’s success in establishing proper
service to the community.

ARTICLE 1

RECOGNITION - EMPLOYEES COVERED

Pursuant to and in accordance with all applicable provisions of Act 379 of the Public Acts of
1965, as amended, the Employer does hereby recognize the Union as the exclusive
representative for the purpose of collective bargaining in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours
of employment and other conditions of employment for the term of this Agreement of all
employees of the Employer included in the bargaining unit described below:

Unit C: The Department of Waste Water Treatment Supervisor, but excluding
Village Administrator, the Chief of Police and all other employees.

ARTICLE 2

MANAGEMENT RIGHTS

[a] The Village of Chesaning, on behalf of the Electors of the Village of Chesaning, hereby
retains and reserves unto itself, without limitation, all powers, rights, authority, duties, and
responsibilities conferred upon and vested in it by the Laws and Constitution of the State of
Michigan, and it is expressly recognized, merely by way of illustration and not by way of
limitation, based upon the foregoing, that such rights, except as abridged or restricted by the
express terms of this Agreement, shall consist of the following:

[b] The right of exclusive management and control of the government system, its property,
facilities, operations, and affairs.

[c] The right to hire all employees, determine their qualifications, conditions of
employment, dismissal or suspension for just cause, or layoff; to determine the number and
scheduling of all employees; to promote or transfer all employees; to determine the size of the
work force; to assign duties and to direct all employees; and to permit, under emergency
circumstances, other employees not included in the bargaining unit to perform bargaining unit
work, when in the opinion of the Village, it is necessary for the conduct of the municipal
service.
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[dJ The right to determine services, supplies, and equipment; to determine all methods and
means of distributing and disseminating its services, methods, scheduling, and standards of
operation; to determine the means, methods, and processes of carrying on its services and
duties; and to determine any changes in all the preceding, including innovative programs and
practices.

[eJ The right to determine the number and location or relocation of its facilities. The right
to determine all financial practices and policies, including all account procedures, and all other
matters pertaining to public relations of the Village of Chesaning. The right to determine the
size of the management organization, its functions, authority, amount of supervision, and table
of organization. The right to manage its affairs efficiently and economically, including the
determination of quantity and quality of service to be rendered.

[t] The reasonable and responsible exercise of the foregoing powers, rights, authorities,
duties and responsibilities of the Village of Chesaning, the adoption and/or revisions of
policies, reasonable rules, regulations, and practices thereof, and the use of judgment and
discretion in connection therewith, shall be limited only by the specific and expressed terms of
this Agreement, and then only to the extent which specific expressed terms are in conformance
with the constitutions and laws of the State of Michigan and the United States.

NOTE: The headings used in this Agreement and Exhibits neither add to nor subtract from the
meaning but are for reference only.

ARTICLE 3

UNION SECURITY

[a] Employees covered by this Agreement at the time it becomes effective may continue
membership in the Union, or pay an amount of money that the Union certifies as
service fee, or exercise their rights under prevailing law with respect to Union
membership.

Lb] Employees hired or transferred into the bargaining unit after the effective date of this
Agreement may begin membership in the Union and pay the dues, or pay an amount of
money that the Union certifies as a service fee, or exercise their rights under prevailing
law with respect to Union membership.

[c] The Union will hold the Employer, its Officers, Councilmembers, Administrator and
others acting on its behalf~ harmless from any and all costs including witness and
attorney fees or other incidental cost of prosecution or defense of any action claimed or
otherwise to which the Employer may be subjected by virtue of the provisions of this
Article.

ARTICLE 4

DUES CHECK-OFF

[al The Employer agrees to deduct from the wages of any employee who is a member of the
Union all Union membership dues and initiation fees uniformly required, if any, as
provided in a written authorization in accordance with the standard form used by the
Employer herein [see attached Exhibit A], provided that said form shall be executed by
the employee. The written authorization for Union dues deduction shall remain in full
force and effect during the period of this Agreement.
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[b] Dues and initiation fees will be authorized, levied and certified in accordance with the
Constitution and By-Laws of the Local Union. Each employee and the Union hereby
authorize the Employer to rely upon and honor certifications by the Secretary-Treasurer
of the Local Union regarding the amounts to be deducted and the legality of the
adopting action speci~’ing such amount of Union dues and/or initiation fees.

[ci The Employer agrees to provide this service without charge to the Union.

[d] The Union agrees to save the Employer harmless from any action growing out of these
deductions commenced by an employee against the Employer, and assumes full
responsibility for the disposition of the funds so deducted once they have been turned
over to the authorized responsible Union official.

ARTICLE 5

REPRESENTATION OF CHECK-OFF

[a] The Employer agrees to deduct from the wages of any employee who is not a member of
the Union, the Union representation fee as provided in a written authorization in
accordance with the standard form used by the Employer herein [see attached Exhibit
A], provided that the said form shall be executed by the employee. The written
authorization for representation fee deduction shall remain in full force and effect
during the period of this contact.

[b] The amount of such representation fee will be determined as set forth in Article 4 of this
Contract.

[ci When Deductions Begin. Check-off deductions under all properly executed
authorizations for check-off shall become effective at the time the application is signed
by the employee, and shall be deducted from the first [1st] pay period of the month and
each month thereafter. [Subject to Article 3, paragraph C.]

[d] Remittance of Dues to Financial Officer. Deductions for any calendar month shall be
remitted to the designated officer of the Union with an alphabetical list of names of all
employees from whom deductions have been made no later than the fifth [5th] day of
the month following the month in which they were deducted.

[el The Employer agrees to provide this service without charge to the Union.

ARTICLE 6

UNION REPRESENTATION

[a] The employees covered by this Agreement will be represented by a Chapter Chairperson
who shall serve in the capacity of a steward in each of the units. The Chapter
Chairperson shall be allowed the necessary time off during working hours, without loss
of time or pay, to investigate and present grievances to the Employer in accordance with
the grievance procedure.

[b] Notwithstanding their position on the seniority list, the Chapter Chairperson shall, in
the event of a layoff of any type, be continued at work provided he/she can perform the
available work. A laid off Chapter Chairperson shall be recalled to work in the event of
a layoff to the first job in the bargaining unit which he/she can perform.
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ARTICLE 7

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE

It is the intent of the parties of the Agreement that the grievance procedure set forth herein
shall serve as a means for a peaceful settlement of disputes that may arise between them as to
the application and interpretation of this Agreement or conditions of employment. In order to
be a proper matter for the grievance procedure, the grievance must be presented in writing
within fifteen [15] working days of the party’s knowledge of its occurrence. The opposing party
will answer, in writing, any grievance presented to it in writing by the other party.

Employer grievance. An Employer’s grievance must be submitted to the Chapter Chairperson
within a period of fifteen [15] working days of the Employer’s knowledge of its occurrence. If
the matter cannot be resolved by the Chapter Chairperson, the matter shall then be presented
in writing to AFCSME Council #25 within a period of fifteen [151 working days of the Chapter
Chairperson’s written response. Council #25 shall submit a response within fifteen [151
working days. Should the matter remain unresolved, the Employer would have the ability to
file a demand for arbitration within forty-five [45] calendar days of receipt of the written
response of Council #25.

STEP 1

Any employee having a grievance shall present it to the Employer as follows:

[a] If an employee feels he/she has a grievance, he/she shall discuss the grievance with the
steward.

[b] The steward and the grievant will discuss the grievance with the Village Administrator.

[C] If the matter is not thereby disposed of, it will be submitted in written form by the
steward to the Village Administrator. Upon receipt of the grievance, the Village
Administrator shall sign and date the steward’s copy of the grievance and set up a
meeting with the steward, grievant and Administrator.

[d] The Village Administrator shall give his/her answer to the steward within five [5]
working days of receipt of the grievance.

STEP 2

If the answer is not satisfactory to the Union, it shall be presented in writing by the Chapter
Chairperson to the Village Council within fourteen [14] days after the Village Administrator’s
response is due. The Village President shall sign and date the Chapter Chairperson’s copy. At
the Village Council level both sides will present their case in an executive session if the Union
requests the executive session. The Village Council shall respond to the Chapter Chairperson
in writing within fifteen [15] working days of the meeting at which the grievance was discussed.
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STEP 3

[a] If the answer to Step 2 is not satisfactory and the Union wishes to carry it further, the
Chapter Chairperson shall refer the matter to Council #25.

[b] In the event Council #25 wishes to carry the matter further it shall, within fifteen [15]
working days from the date of the Employer’s answer to Step 2, meet with the Employer
for the purposes of attempting to resolve the dispute(s). If the dispute(s) remains
unsettled and Council #25 wishes to carry the matter further, Council #25 shall file a
Demand for Arbitration in accordance with the American Arbitration Association Rules
and Procedures within forty-five [45] calendar days from the Village Council’s denial of
the grievance.

[c] The rules of the American Arbitration Association shall apply. Decisions of the
arbitrator shall be binding on all parties. The fees and expenses of arbitration shall be
shared equally by the Employer and Union. Each party shall bear the costs of its own
legal counsel and witnesses. However, an employee witness on duty during the
arbitration hearing will not lose pay for time spent testifying at said arbitration hearing
during his/her regularly scheduled working hours if the Employer has been provided
with a minimum of forty-eight (48) hours prior notice. The arbitrator shall be limited
to the application, meaning, and/or interpretation of this Agreement and have no
authority to add to, subtract from or amend the provisions of this Agreement.

The Union and Employer agree to maintain an arbitration panel consisting of three (3)
mutually agreed upon arbitrators for the purpose of hearing all grievance arbitration
cases brought hereunder (Ben Wolkinson, Barry Brown, Paul Glendon). Arbitrators on
the panel shall be assigned a grievance arbitration case on a rotating basis. If an
arbitrator on the panel is not able to hear a grievance arbitration case as herein
prescribed, the next arbitrator on the list of arbitrators shall be assigned to the case.

[d] A grievance may be withdrawn without prejudice, and if so withdrawn, all financial
liabilities shall be cancelled.

[e] If the Employer fails to answer a grievance in a timely manner, the Union may advance
the grievance to the next step of the grievance procedure.

[I] The time limits set forth above shall be strictly adhered to; however, such may be
extended by mutual agreement in writing by the parties.

[g] No claim for back wages shall exceed the amount of wages the employee would
otherwise have earned.

Election of Remedies Clause
When remedies are available for any complaint and/or grievance of an employee

through any administrative or statutory scheme or procedure, except for complaints filed under
the jurisdiction of the EEOC, such as, but not limited to, a veteran’s preference hearing,
Department of Labor hearing, or a Michigan Employment Relations Commission Hearing, in
addition to the grievance procedure provided under this contract, and the employee or the
Union elects to utilize the statutory or administrative remedy; the affected employee and the
Union shall thereby waive their contractual right to process their complaint and/or grievance
through the grievance procedure outlined in the contract.
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ARTICLE 8

DISCHARGE AND SUSPENSION

[a] Notice of Discharge and Suspension. The Employer agrees, promptly upon the
discharge or suspension of an employee, to noti~’, in writing, the employee and his/her
steward of the discharge or suspension. Said written notice shall contain the specific
reasons for the discharge or suspension.

[b] The discharged or suspended employee will be allowed to discuss his/her discharge or
suspension with his/her steward, and the Employer will make available a meeting room
where he/she may do so before he/she is required to leave the property of the
Employer. Upon request, the Employer or his/her designated representative will
discuss the discharge or suspension with the employee and the steward.

[c] Appeal of Discharge and Suspension. Should the discharged or suspended employee
and/or the steward consider the discharge or suspension to be improper, the steward
and Council #25 will have a meeting with the Village of Chesaning Council within fifteen
[15] calendar days. If the dispute is not resolved at said meeting, it shall be submitted
to Step 3 of the grievance procedure.

[d] Use of Past Record. In imposing any discipline or discharge on a current charge, the
Employer will not take into account any prior infractions which occurred more than two
[2] years previously.

[e] Rules - The Village of Chesaning reserves the right to establish and change, from time-
to-time, reasonable rules governing the conduct of its employees and to affix penalties
for the violation of such rules. The Union shall have fifteen [15] calendar days to grieve
the reasonableness of any such rule, together with the penalty attached thereto, after a
copy is received by the Chairperson.

ARTICLE 9

SENIORITY LIST AND PROBATIONARY EMPLOYEES

[a] All bargaining unit employees shall be required to serve a probationary period of 60
calendar during which time the Village of Chesaning retains the sole right to terminate
such employees with or without cause and without recourse to the grievance procedure.
Upon completion of the 60 day probationary period, the employee’s seniority shall
accrue from the date of hire. Up to three [~1 absences shall not have an effect on an
employee’s period of probation. Absences in excess of the aforesaid absence allotment
shall extend the probationary period on a day-for-day basis. There shall be no seniority
among probationary employees.

[b] The Union shall represent probationary employees for the purpose of collective
bargaining in respect to rates of pay, wages, hours of employment, and other conditions
of employment as prescribed under the terms of this Agreement, except matters which
involve discipline or employment termination for other than Union activity.

[c] Seniority shall be on a unit-wide basis in accordance with an employee’s last date of
hire.

[d] Seniority shall not be affected by age, race, sex, marital status or dependents of the
employee.
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[e] The seniority list on the date of this Agreement will show the date of hire, names and
job titles of all employees of the unit entitled to seniority.

ARTICLE 10

LOSS OF SENIORITY

An employee’s seniority and his/her employment relationship with the Village of Chesaning
shall terminate for any of the following reasons:

[a] If he or she quits or retires.

[b] If he or she is terminated or discharged and the termination or discharge is not reversed
through the procedures set forth in this Agreement.

[c] If he or she is absent for any three [3] consecutive working days without properly
notifying the Village of Chesaning. After such unreported absence, the Village of
Chesaning will send written notification to the employee by certified mail to his or her
last known address that because of the unreported absence he or she is considered to
have voluntarily quit by resigning. In proper cases, exceptions shall be made upon the
employee presenting convincing proof of his or her inability to give such notification.

[d] If he or she fails to return to work within three [3] consecutive working days of the
expiration date of an approved leave of absence, vacation or disciplinary suspension,
without properly notifying the Village of Chesaning. In proper cases, exceptions shall
be made upon the employee presenting convincing proof of his or her inability to return
on the required date.

[e] If he or she has been on layoff or sick leave for a period of two [2] years or for a period
equal to the length of his/her seniority at the time such layoff or sick leave commenced,
whichever is lesser.

[f] If he or she fails to report for work within one week following notification of recall by
certified mail, sent to his/her last known address; with a copy of such notification sent
to the Chairperson.

[g] If he or she makes an intentionally false and material statement on his/her employment
application or on application for leave of absence.

ARTICLE 11

LAYOFF DEFINED

[a] The Employer may lay off employees if it deems such action to be necessary, including
by way of illustration only and not by way of limitation, a reduction in the work force
due to a shortage of work or funds, the abolition of positions, or material changes in
departmental organization.

[b] When a layoff takes place, employees not entered on the seniority list shall be laid off
first. Thereafter, employees having seniority shall be laid off in inverse order of their
seniority, i.e., the least senior employee on the seniority list being laid off first. Layoff
shall be by department, with bumping rights, provided an employee has the ability to do
the work.
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[c] Employees to be laid off will receive at least fourteen [14] calendar days advance notice
of the layoff.

[d] During the layoff, the Employer will not schedule more than twenty [20] hours
accumulative overtime hours per week except in cases of emergency.

ARTICLE 12

RECALL PROCEDURE

[a] When the working force is increased after the layoff, employees will be recalled
according to seniority with the most senior employee on the layoff being recalled first.
Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee at his/her last known address by
registered or certified mall. If an employee fails to report to work within one week from
the date of mailing of Notice of Recall, he/she shall be considered a ‘quit.”

Lb] When employees are on Worker’s Compensation leaves, leaves of absence, or in the case
of special jobs funded by revenue sharing, borrowed funds or special mileage which are
over two [2] weeks in nature, the Employer may call laid off employees by phone. In
these cases, the recall shall be reduced to two [2] days’ notice or as soon as possible.

[c] Recalled employees must be capable of performing the job they are recalled to do.

[d] Employees shall be eligible for recall for a period of two [2] years or their length of
seniority, whichever is less.

ARTICLE 13

VETERAN - REINSTATEMENT OF

[a] The re-employment rights of employees and probationary employees will be in
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations.

[b] National Guard, Armed Forces. Reserves. Employees who are in some branch of the
Armed Forces, Reserves or the National Guard will be paid the difference between their
reserve pay and their regular pay when they are on full-time active duty in the Reserves
or National Guard provided proof of service and pay is submitted not to exceed two [2]
calendar weeks per year.

ARTICLE 14

LEAVES OF ABSENCE

[a] Leaves of absence for a period not to exceed one [1] year will be granted in writing
without loss of seniority, but without pay for:

[1] Illness leave [physical or mental];
[2] Prolonged illness in the immediate family [spouse/child]; and
[3] Educational leave, provided such is related to the employee’s job at the

discretion of the Employer.
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[b] Such leave may be extended for like cause at the Employer’s discretion. Employees
referred to in paragraphs [a][l] and [a][21 above shall be informed prior to taking the
leave that they will be required to maintain their own insurance while on such leave
subject to Article 25.

Ic] Employees shall not accrue seniority while on any leave of absence granted by the
provisions of this Agreement and shall be returned to the position they held at the time
the leave of absence was granted or to a position to which his/her seniority entitles
him! her.

[d] Members of the Union selected to attend the function of the Union shall be allowed time
off without pay to attend. The limit shall be three [3] days per year.

ARTICLE 15

TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENTS

Temporary assignments for the purpose of filling vacancies of employees who are on vacation,
absent because of illness, etc., may be granted to senior employees who meet the minimum
requirements for such job.

ARTICLE 16

JURY DUTY

An employee who serves on jury duty will be paid the difference between his/her pay for jury
duty and his/her regular pay. Employees working other than the day shift selected to serve on
jury duty will be temporarily assigned the day shift for the period of the jury duty.

ARTICLE 17

WORKING HOURS

[a] The basic workday of all employees of the Village of Chesaning shall consist of eight [8]
hours out of the calendar day. As far as it is practicable, this workday shall conform
with the established hours of business. This conformity shall not interfere with the
special time schedules governing departments operating more than eight [8] hours in
each calendar day. Nor shall this provision for an eight [8] hour day be construed as
prohibiting the creation of part-time employment or the establishment of rotative,
staggered or shortened work periods. Full-time employment is defined as forty [401 or
more hours per week.

[b] Employees shall be allowed thirty [30] minutes off for lunch not included in their
regular workday.

[c] Employees who work a full eight [8] hour day may take a coffee break during the first
half and second half of their regular shift; said breaks not to exceed fifteen [15] minutes
each in duration. Coffee breaks cannot be added to the lunch period nor accumulated
in any manner.
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ARTICLE 18

COMPENSATORY TIME AND PREMIUM PAY

[a] Time and one-half [1-1/2] will be paid as follows:

EU All hours over forty [40] hours accrued during the normal workweek, Monday
through and including Friday.

12] Compensatory Time: Pursuant to applicable laws, employees may, with the
approval of the Employer, elect to receive compensatory time for overtime
worked. Compensatory time will be computed at the rate of one and one-half [1-
1/2] hours compensatory time for each hour worked over eight 181 hours in a
day or forty [401 hours in a week.

ARTICLE 19

FUNERAL LEAVE

[a] Any full-time employee shall be allowed three [3] working days with pay as funeral leave
days not to be deducted from PPH days for a death in the immediate family. Immediate
family is to be defined as follows: mother, father, step-parents, brother, sister,
wife/husband, son, daughter, stepchildren, mother-in-law, or father-in-law.

[b] Any full-time employee shall be allowed one [1] working day with pay as funeral leave
for death of any of the following: brother-in-law, sister-in-law, grandparents,
grandchildren, or a member of the employee’s household.

[c] Any full-time employee selected to be a pall bearer for a deceased employee will be
allowed one [1] funeral leave day with pay not to be deducted from PPH days.

[d] The Chapter Chairperson or his/her representative shall be allowed one [1] funeral day
with pay in the event of a death of a member of the Union who is a member of the
bargaining unit for the exclusive purpose of attending the funeral.

ARTICLE 20

VACATION ELIGIBILITY

[a] Any full-time employee shall earn credits toward vacation with pay in accordance with
the following schedule:

After one [1] year one [1] week
After two [2] years two [2] weeks
After five [5] years three [3] weeks
After ten [10] years four [4] weeks
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ARTICLE 21

VACATION PERIOD

[a] Vacations will be granted at such times during the year as requested by the employee
and approved by the Employer based on seniority and the efficient operation of the
Village with advance requests being given preference.

[b] When a holiday is observed by the Employer during a scheduled vacation, the vacation
will be extended to one [1] day continuous with the vacation.

[c] An employee may carry over up to ten [10] days of vacation from year to year.

[d] If an employee becomes hospitalized and is under the care of a duly licensed physician
during his/her vacation, his/her vacation will be rescheduled. In the event his/her
incapacity continues through the year, he/she will be awarded payment in lieu of
vacation less PPH days.

ARTICLE 22

LIFE INSURANCE COVERAGE

The Employer agrees to pay the full premium of term life insurance plan for each full-time
employee based on annual wage rounded up to the next one thousand dollars [$1,000.00]
while employed. Life insurance benefits shall be discontinued during a period of layoff. Life
insurance benefits will also be discontinued for employees on leave of absence, except those
employees on leave of absence as a result of a work-related injury who shall be entitled to
receive the benefit for a period of six [6] months following the start of such leave.

ARTICLE 23

HOLIDAY PROVISIONS

[a] The following holidays shall be paid holidays for all employees covered by this
Agreement:

New Year’s Eve Day
New Year’s Day
President’s Day
Columbus Day
Martin Luther King Day
Veteran’s Day
Good Friday
Memorial Day
Fourth of July
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Day alter Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve Day
Christmas Day

Employees birthday or another day designated six months in advance by the
employee.
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Employees will be paid their current rate based on their regular scheduled
workday for said holidays for the number of hours they would normally be
scheduled to work.

[b] When a holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be recognized as the
holiday; and when a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday shall be
recognized as the holiday.

ARTICLE 24

HOSPITALIZATION MEDICAL COVERAGE

[a] The Employer will provide for full-time employees and his/her family [an employee
working 30 or more hours per week shall be considered as being a full-time employee]
SB HRA PPO Gold $1500-Simply Blue, Blue Dental PPO Plus SG 100/80/50 (($1,000
Annual Max), Blue Vision SG 12-12-12 $5/$10. Employer will cover 62.5% of the out-
of-pocket maximum for employees and his/her family applicable during any calendar
year or one-year period as defined by the insurance policy. Family continuation will be
discontinued for employees hired after March 1, 2002, unless they choose to purchase
it at the employee’s expense. The Employer will utilize a third party administrator for
management of deductible payments. This coverage, or its substantial equivalent, shall
be applied to all employees covered by the terms of this Agreement, except those
employees who demonstrate insurance coverage comparable to or better shall have the
option to receive the amount of single coverage less co-pay deposited into a Village
approved annuity.

Note: It is the Village’s intent to continue the statutory hard-cap option for the duration of this
contract.

Note: Employer and Union agree to open the contract for the exclusive purpose of reviewing
alternative health insurance options in calendar year 2016.

[b] The Employer agrees to pay the full premium for hospitalization medical coverage for
the full-time employee and his/her family when an employee is disabled from working
as a result of illness, injury or childbirth, for a period not to exceed six [6] months.

[c] Retiree healthcare benefits for future retirees are eliminated effective 3-01-2012.

[d] Annual physicals for the supervisors paid by the Village.

[e] Employer agrees to match up to $1000.00 annually to the Healthcare Savings Program
for Retirement (HSP) administered by the Municipal Employees’ Retirement System on a
dollar per dollar basis.

ARTICLE 25

RATES FOR NEW JOBS

When a new job is created within the bargaining unit, the Employer will noti~’ the Union of the
classification and rate structure prior to its become effective. In the event the Union does not
agree that the rate is proper, it shall be subject to negotiations.
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ARTICLE 26

COMPUTATION OF BENEFITS

All hours paid to the employee shall be considered as hours worked for the purpose of
computing any of these benefits under the Agreement.

ARTICLE 27

CONTRACTING AND SUBCONTRACTING OF WORK

During the terms of this Agreement, the Employer will not contract out or subcontract any
work, in whole or in part, that is regularly or normally performed by members of the bargaining
unit.

ARTICLE 28

WORKER’S COMPENSATION

[a] Each employee covered by this Agreement will be covered in accordance with the
applicable Worker’s Compensation law.

[b] In the event an employee suffers a job related injury or illness compensable under the
Worker’s Compensation law which causes his/her hospitalization, or in the event
hospitalization is not required and the injury or illness is of disabling nature as certified
by the regular duties, the Employer agrees to continue the employee at his/her regular
pay for the first [1 stj week of absence.

[c] Each employee covered by this Agreement will be covered by the applicable Worker’s
Compensation laws and the Employer further agrees that an employee being eligible for
Worker’s Compensation will receive, in addition to his/her Worker’s Compensation for a
period of up to thirteen [13] weeks, an amount to be paid by the Employer sufficient to
make up the difference between Worker’s Compensation and his/her regular weekly
income.

[d] If the employee is reimbursed by Worker’s Compensation for the first [1st] week as in
paragraph [b], then the employee will reimburse to the Village the amount of Worker’s
Compensation received for that first Ilstl week, the intent to be that the employee is not
paid twice for one [1] week.

ARTICLE 29

CONSOLIDATION OR ELIMINATION OF JOBS

The Employer agrees that any consolidation or elimination of jobs shall not be effected without
a special conference.

ARTICLE 30

PAID PERSONAL HOLIDAYS

[a] All employees covered by this Agreement shall accumulate one [1] PPH per month not to
exceed twelve [12] days per year. All unused PPH will be paid upon termination of
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employment with the Employer, and upon death of an employee, all unused PPH will be
paid at the prevailing rate to the employee’s beneficiary.

[b] Employees will give a twenty-four [24] hour notice when possible when using PPH day.
Employees will be able to carry over ten 1101 PPHs to the next year. The Employer may
limit the number of employees using a specific day as a PPH day.

ARTICLE 31

SPECIAL CONFERENCE

[a] Special conferences for important matters will be arranged between the Chapter
Chairperson and the Employer or its designated representative upon the request of
either party. Such meetings shall be between at least two [2] representatives of the
Union and at least two 12] representatives of management. Arrangements for such
special conferences shall be made in advance, and an agenda of the matters to be taken
up at the meeting shall be presented at the time the conference is requested. Matters
taken up in special conference shall be confined to those included in the agenda. The
special conference shall be held within fifteen [15] calendar days after the request has
been made. Members of the Union shall be required to meet on their own time. This
meeting may be attended by the representatives of Council #25 and/or representatives
of the International Union.

[b] The Union representatives may meet on the Employers property for at least one-half
[1/2] hour immediately preceding the conference.

ARTICLE 32

INSURANCE CARRIERS

The Employer shall retain the right to select the insurance carriers and to change or modify
coverage for all its insurance plans offered to bargaining unit employees or to become self-
insured; provided the Employer maintains substantially equivalent benefit levels currently in
place on the effective date of this Agreement. All insurance coverages provided bargaining unit
employees are subject to the terms and conditions of their respective policies. The Employer
will provide 30 days written notice of changes to the Union prior to the benefit plan change.

ARTICLE 33

DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY

Section 1. Introduction
Illegal drugs in the work place present a danger to all concerned. Drugs impair safety

and health, promote crime, lower productivity and work quality and undermine public
confidence. In our commitment to protect the public and to safeguard the health of our
employees while at the same time providing a safe working environment, the Village of
Chesaning hereby establishes and adopts this Drug and Alcohol Policy.

All employees are covered by this policy and are required to abide by the terms of this
policy. This policy also implements the statutory requirements for drug and alcohol testing for
CDL holders and provides for mandatory drug and alcohol testing for employees under
prescribed circumstances.

Accordingly, effective immediately, all Village of Chesaning property and premises,
including work sites and all Village of Chesaning vehicles, are declared to be drug free work
places. All employees are hereby requested to cooperate and give this policy their full support.
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Section 2. Treatment Provisions
The Village of Chesaning encourages employees to seek treatment voluntarily for

alcohol or drug abuse. Any employee who comes forth voluntarily and notifies their immediate
supervisor or the Village of Chesaning Administrator of alcohol or drug abuse problems prior to
any incident of misconduct or violation of the Drug and Alcohol Policy Rules and Regulations
will be given assistance extended to employees with other illnesses. However, voluntarily
seeking assistance shall not excuse the failure to comply with the Drug and Alcohol Policy
Rules and Regulations nor mitigate a positive test result or a refusal to test.

Section 3. Drug and Alcohol Policy Rules and Regulations
A. Prohibited Conduct

All employees are expected to be in suitable mental and physical condition to perform
their assigned duties safely and satisfactorily at all times. The following rules and regulations
set forth specific prohibitions regarding the use of drugs and alcohol on the job:

1. The unauthorized use, possession, manufacture, distribution, sale, or storage of any
controlled substances, illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia on Village of Chesaning property
include buildings, parking lots, driveways, work sites and facilities or while on Village of
Chesaning business, in Village of Chesaning vehicles or during working hours. Said prohibited
drugs include the following by way of example and not by way of limitation: amphetamines,
cannabinoids, cocaine, phencyclidine, methacholine, opiates, barbiturates, benzodiazepine,
methadone, and propoxyphene.

2. The unauthorized use, possession, manufacture, distribution, or sale of alcohol on
Village of Chesaning premises or while on Village of Chesaning business, in Village of
Chesaning supplied vehicles or during working hours.

3. Failure to noti~’ the employee’s immediate supervisor before beginning work, that the
employee is taking medication or drugs which may interfere with the safe and effective
performance of duties.

4. Failure to provide, by the next workday following a request, a valid prescription for any
drug or medication identified when the results of a drug test are positive. If the employee is
taking prescription drugs, the prescription must be in the employee’s name.

5. Violating any criminal drug or alcohol statute while working. Conviction under any
criminal drug statute.

6. Failing to notify the Village of Chesaning of any conviction under any criminal drug or
alcohol statute within five I~] calendar days following the conviction.

7. Reporting to work, or working while under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol
whether on Village of Chesaning premises, on any Village of Chesaning business, or in Village
of Chesaning supplied vehicles. “Under the influence” is defined as being unable to perform
work in a safe productive manner, being in a physical or mental condition which creates a risk
to the safety and wellbeing of the public, the individual, other employees, or Village of
Chesaning property.

Any employee engaging in prohibited conduct as specified above, or receiving a
confirmed positive drug test, or a confirmed alcohol level of 0.02 or higher [CDL Holdersi or
0.04 or higher [Non-CDL Holders] shall be subject to discipline up to and including discharge
from employment.

B. Investigation
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To ensure that illegal drugs and alcohol do not enter or affect the work place, the Village
of Chesaning reserves the right to undertake reasonable searches of all Village of Chesaning
property and premises in furtherance of this policy. Searches for the purpose described herein
will be conducted only where the Village of Chesaning has reasonable suspicion that an
employee has violated the Village of Chesaning’s Drug and Alcohol Policy, and that evidence of
such misconduct may be found during the search.

C. Testing During Employment
1. Reasonable Suspicion Testing: Employees shall be subject to testing when the Village of
Chesaning has reasonable suspicion based upon specific objective evidence that the employee
is in violation of the Village of Chesaning’s Drug and Alcohol Policy. Such objective evidence
may include, but is not limited to, direct observation of drug or alcohol use or of the physical
symptoms or manifestations of being under the influence of drugs or alcohol; abnormal
conduct or erratic behavior while at work; significant deterioration in work performance; or
evidence that an employee has sold, possessed, manufactured, sold, solicited, or distributed
drugs while working or while on any Village of Chesaning property, work site, or facility. A
written record shall be made of the observation leading to a reasonable suspicion test and
signed by the supervisor who made the observation within twenty-four 1241 hours of the
observed behavior or before the results of the test are released, which ever is earlier.

2. Refusal to Test: Any employee refusing to submit to an alcohol or drug test
administered in accordance with this policy will be subject to discipline up to and including
discharge from employment. Refusal to submit to an alcohol or drug test will be considered the
same as a positive test result. “Refusal to Submit” to an alcohol or controlled substance test
means that an employee [1] fails to provide adequate breath testing without a valid medical
explanation after he/she has received notice of the requirement for breath testing; or [2] fails to
provide adequate urine for drug testing without a valid medical explanation after he/she has
received notice of the requirement for urine testing; or [3] engages in conduct that clearly
obstructs the testing process.

D. Conviction for Drug-Related Crime
Any employee convicted under a criminal drug statute for violations occurring on or off

the Village of Chesaning premises shall report such conviction to his/her immediate supervisor
within five [5] calendar days of conviction. Failure to report such a conviction will result in
immediate discharge from employment.

E. Confidential Nature of Information
The medical records of individual employees with alcohol or drug dependency within the

custody of the Village of Chesaning will be treated with strict confidentiality and will be
accessed only on a need-to-know basis as required by law.

F. Over-the-Counter and Prescribed Drugs
An employee who is taking over-the-counter or prescribed medications and as a result

is not able to perform his/her job safely and efficiently should request a leave of absence. In
the event the Village of Chesaning questions the employee’s job performance and believes the
difficulties may be attributable to medication side effects, etc., the employee shall be required
to explain the use of the medication to the Village Administrator. The Village Administrator will
then decide upon appropriate action; i.e., sending the individual home, placing the individual
on a medical leave of absence, requiring a drug test or other action.

Section 4. Drug and Alcohol Testing Protocol
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A. This protocol applies to any Village of Chesaning request for submission of urine
specimens involving drug and alcohol testing in accordance with applicable regulations.

B. The Village of Chesaning shall be solely responsible for all costs incurred in conjunction
with alcohol breath testing and reporting. The Village of Chesaning shall be solely responsible
for costs in conjunction with screening and confirmation testing the “split sample” at the same
or different DHHS certified laboratory.

C. The Village of Chesaning shall insure that all alcohol and drug tests that are conducted
are in compliance with all the requirements of the Department of Transportation [DOT].

The Village of Chesaning shall have the responsibility for selecting an agency that will
properly conduct the drug test and furnish reliable results. The agency selected must also
provide the ancillary services needed, including specimen retention of “positive” samples for
five [5] years. The laboratory shall have the capability of timely providing hard copy reports of
specimen analysis results.

The Village of Chesaning shall have the responsibility for selecting an agency that will
properly conduct the alcohol breath test. This agency will utilize Breath Alcohol Technicians
[BAT] and will use Evidential Breath Devices [EBD] for both screening and confirmation tests.
The confirmation test will produce three hard copies of the testing results. The agency selected
must also provide the ancillary services needed, including retention of “positive” hard copy
print out of positive confirmation tests for five [5] years. The agency shall have the capability of
timely providing hard copy reports of the testing results.

D. Preliminary urine testing may be done by Immunoassay procedures, but samples
testing positive from such preliminary screening tests shall be subject to an additional
confirmatory gas chromatography/mass spectrometry [GC/MS] test. No urine test shall be
reported positive until confirmation by such GO/MS testing. In addition, the laboratory shall
retain a portion of the initial sample to be made available on request to the employee for
independent confirmatory tests.

Collection and processing procedures for the types of tests covered by this policy shall
be done substantially in accordance with those procedures in 49 CFR Part 40, including Sub
parts A, B, and C to insure that samples are not tampered with during, or after collection.
When urine testing is utilized, the Village of Chesaning shall assure that appropriate chain of
custody security measures are followed.

The confirmatory positive test result “cut-off’ levels shall be as provided in 49 CFR
40.87 [a] set out in the following table:

GO/MS CONFIRMATION TEST

Marijuana Metabolite 15 ng/ml
Cocaine Metabolite 100 ng/ml
Opiates:
Morphine 2000 ng/ml
Codeine 2000 ng/ml
6-Acetylmorphine 10 ng/mL
Phencyclidine [POP] 25 ng/ml
Amphetamines:
Amphetamine 250 ng/ml
Methamphetamine 250 ng/ml
Barbiturates 200 ng/ml
Benzodiazepine 200 ng/ml
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Methadone 200 ng/ml
Methaqualone 200 ng/ml
Propoxyphene 200 ng/ml
MDMA 250ng/ml
MDA7 250 ng/ml
MDEA8 250 ng/ml

Only specimens confirmed as positive by the CC/MS test procedure shall be reported as
positive for controlled substances by the testing laboratory. Test results shall be reported to
the Village Administrator substantially in accordance with the procedures set out in 49 CFR
40.29. The Village Administrator shall review the results reported from the laboratory
substantially in accordance with the procedures set out in 49 CFR 40.23.

E. Tests for alcohol levels shall be considered to verify intoxication or impairment when the
blood/alcohol level is 0.04 or higher [Non-CDL Holders], or 0.02 or higher [CDL Holders].

F. The Village of Chesaning shall be responsible for all costs incurred for implementation
and maintenance of this Drug and Alcohol Policy.

Section 5. CDL Holders
It is the intention of the Village of Chesaning to comply with the Omnibus

Transportation Act [OTA], Federal Highway Administration [FHWA], and Department of
Transportation [DOT] rules and regulations, and accordingly, all employees who are CDL
Holders shall be required to comply with all applicable OTA, FHWA, and DOT rules and
regulations, and any amendments or revisions thereto.

ARTICLE 34

NO STRIKE CLAUSE/NO LOCKOUT

The Union and each member of the bargaining unit agree that there shall be no strikes,
stoppages of work, slowdowns, or other interference with the operations of the Village of
Chesaning provided that the Village of Chesaning shall not lock out members of the bargaining
unit during the term of this Agreement. In the event of such interruption or curtailment, after
written notice from the Village of Chesaning, the Union shall immediately instruct the involved
employees that their conduct is in violation of this Agreement, and that they may be disciplined
up to and including discharge for dereliction of duty; and, the Union shall instruct all persons
to immediately cease such conduct.

ARTICLE 35

SCOPE OF AGREEMENT

The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations which resulted in this Agreement, each
had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any
subject or matter not removed by law from the area of collective bargaining, and that the
understandings and agreements arrived at by the parties after the exercise of that right and
opportunity are set forth in this Agreement. No agreement or understanding contrary to this
collective bargaining Agreement, nor any alteration, variation, waiver or modification of any of
the terms or conditions contained herein shall be binding upon the parties hereto unless such
agreement, understanding, alteration, variation, waiver or modification is executed in writing
between the parties. It is further understood and agreed that this Agreement constitutes the
sole, only and entire Agreement between the parties hereto and cancels and supersedes any
other agreement, understandings, practices and arrangements heretofore existing.
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ARTICLE 36

SAVINGS CLAUSE

[a] If any article or section of this Agreement, or any riders thereto, should be held invalid
by operation of law or by a tribunal of competent jurisdiction, or if compliance with or
enforcement of any article or section should be restrained by such tribunal pending a final
determination as to its validity, the remainder of this Agreement and of any rider thereto, or the
application of such article or section to persons or circumstances other than those to which it
has been held invalid or as to which compliance with or enforcement of has been restrained,
shall not be affected thereby.

[b] In the event that any article or section is held invalid or enforcement of or compliance
with which has been restrained, as above set forth, the parties affected thereby shall enter into
immediate collective bargaining negotiations upon the request of the Union or the Employer for
the purpose of arriving at a mutually satisfactory replacement for such article or section during
the period of invalidity or restraint.

ARTICLE 37

APPENDICES

The following appendices are incorporated and made a part of this Agreement:

A. Classification and Rates
B. Uniform and Uniform Allowance
C. Pensions
D. Bonus
E. Supervisors Working
F. Insurance
G. CDL Costs

ARTICLE 38

DURATION/TERMINATION / MODIFICATION

[a] This Agreement shall be effective and shall remain in full force and effect through the
31 th day of December, 2021. It shall be automatically renewed from year-to-year
thereafter unless either party shall notify the other in writing at least sixty [60] days
prior to the expiration date that it desires to modify this Agreement. In the event that
such notice is given, negotiations shall begin no later than thirty [30] days prior to the
expiration date, in which case this Agreement shall continue in full force and effect
until terminated as provided hereinafter.

[b] In the event that either party desires to terminate this Agreement, written notice must
be given to the other party not less than thirty [30] days prior to the desired termination
date, such notification date shall not be before the expiration date set forth in the
preceding paragraph.

[c] Notice of Termination or Modification. Notice shall be in writing and shall be sufficient
if sent by certified mall address, if to the Union, to Michigan AFSCME Council #25,
1034 N. Washington Avenue, Lansing, Michigan 48906; and if to the Employer,
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addressed to Village of Chesaning, Village Hall, Chesaning, Michigan 48616; or to any
such address as the Union or the Employer may make available to each other.

ARTICLE 39

EFFECTIVE DATE

This Agreement shall become effective as of the 1st day of March, 2021.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this instrument to be executed on the
day and year first above written.

FOR THE UNION: FOR THE EMPLOYER:

Rodney Cantu Joseph Sedlar, Jr.

Mike Neitzel Trent Vondrasek

Phil Lamer

Dated Dated
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APPENDIX A

CLASSIFICATION AND RATES

Effective
03/01/ 21

WWTP Supervisor $72,000.00 (Salary)

* Effective 3-1-18 the employee will transition from hourly wage to salary compensation.

Lump Sum Payments

A $900.00 lump sum payment shall be accorded to employees on the active payroll on March
1, 2018.

Effective with the first pay period ending in calendar year January 1, 2014, employees will be
paid bi-weekly rather than weekly. The Employer will credit current Employees with one (1)
week (40 hours) of advance pay to affect this transaction. This will necessitate that an amount
equal to this advance pay will be deducted from the employee’s last pay check upon separation
of employment for any reason, including death, discharge, retirement, resignation, etc.

APPENDIX B

UNIFORM AND UNIFORM ALLOWANCE

Wastewater Treatment Supervisor shall be allowed one hundred fifty dollars L$150.00] per year
clothing allowance payable on April 1st and November 1st of each year in equal amounts of
seventy-five dollars [$75.00] each payment. Any footwear which may be required shall be
furnished at the Employers expense.

APPENDIX C

PENSIONS

[a] The Employer agrees to provide the MERS pension plan B- 1 as of the effective date of
this Agreement. The F50/25 Rider shall be added as of March 1, 1998. The B-2, FAC
3, E2 Riders shall be added to the contract on March 1, 2003. All monies in the
account of employees under the previous pension program shall be payable to each
employee. The Employer agrees to provide the MERS pension plan C-i New, FAC 5, 10
year vesting, retirement age 60 to all new hires effective March 1, 2012.

Note: The Employer will maintain Rodney Cantu’s pension plan as B-i, F50/25 Rider,
FAC 5, 10 year vesting.

[bJ Employee contribution to the MERS pension plan of nine (9) percent effective March 1,
2018. Employee contribution to the MERS pension plan of ten (iO) percent effective
March 1, 2019. Employee contribution to the MERS pension plan of eleven (ii) percent
effective March 1, 2020.
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APPENDIX D

BONUS

The Employer agrees to pay a performance bonus of one percent (2%) of annual salary, payable
to the employees between December 1 and December 15 of each year, contingent upon a
satisfactory performance evaluation. Employees must complete one [1] year of service prior to
December 1 in order to qualify for the bonus.

APPENDIX E

SUPERVISORS WORKING

1. In an emergency or where regular employees are not available.

2. To instruct or train employees.

3. To do experimental work on a new job.

4. To fill personnel shortages caused by scheduled employees not reporting to work.

5. In all other cases where unit employees not reporting to work.

APPENDIX F

INSURANCE

The Employer will provide each full-time employee who has successfully completed probation
with short term disability insurance providing for sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66-2/3%]
wage replacement for a period up to twenty-six [26] weeks for non-work-related disabilities.
Weekly benefits will begin on the first [1st) day of disability due to an accident or on the eighth
[8th] day of a disability due to illness. Work related injuries are to be covered pursuant to
Worker’s Compensation. In the event that after twenty-six weeks the employee does not return
to work, the employee will be terminated and all accrued leave hours will be paid, as stipulated
in this contract, unless other provisions, outlined in Article 14 of this contract, are made with
the Village.

APPENDIX G

The Village of Chesaning will continue to pay the costs for the required CDL physical and the
CDL license renewal, and Water and Wastewater Treatment required training.
License Renewal Fees — For current employees, the Employer will pay the cost of required State
of Michigan Operator Certification Renewal (Drinking Water & Wastewater Operators).
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TO:

EXHIBIT A

CHECK-OFF AUTHORIZATION FORM

AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYROLL DEDUCTION

I hereby request and authorize you to deduct from my earnings one of the following:

An amount established by the Union as monthly dues.

or

An amount equivalent to monthly Union dues, which is established as a
service fee.

The amount deducted shall be paid to Michigan Council 25, AFSCME, AFL-CIO on behalf of
Local 1059.

BY:
Print Last Name First Name

Address Zip Code Telephone

Department Classification

Signature Date

COUNCIL 25 COPY
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CONTRACT NO. 2019-0661
REGION: BAY

AGENDA: DAB

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

STATE TRUNKLINE MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

VILLAGE OF CHESANING

This Contract, made and entered into this date of , by and between
the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), and the Michigan municipal
corporation (Municipality) of the

Village of Chesaning.

RECITALS:

MDOT is authorized by 1925 PA 17 Section 2, MCL 250.62 to contract with the Municipality
for the construction, improvement, or maintenance of state trunkline highways. MDOT, subject
to the approval of the State Administrative Board; and

MDOT has so advised the State Transportation Commission and the Appropriations Committees
of the Senate and House of Representatives in accordance with 1951 PA 51 Section 11 c, MCL
247.66Ic; and

MDOT has affirmatively found that contracting with this Municipality for the maintenance of
state trunkline highways and bridges within its contract area, is in the best public interest.

The parties agree as follows:

Section 1. ORGANIZATION, EQUIPMENT, AND FACILITIES

The Municipality will provide personnel, equipment, materials, and facilities to maintain
the state trunkline highways and provide agreed upon services under the terms of this
Contract. MDOT will review the Municipality’s operation and organizational plan,
aimually, relative to the work to be completed under this Contract. MDOT will approve
the plan if it meets MDOT’s goals for the state trunkline system. The Municipality will
furnish an organizational chart showing garage locations, all facilities including salt
sheds, the names of supervisory personnel, and any other information incidental to the
performance of this maintenance contract as required by the Region Engineer.
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Section 2. SCOPE OF WORK

A. The Municipality will perform maintenance work under the direction of the
Region Engineer of MDOT or a designee of the Region Engineer, acting under
the general direction of the Engineer of Transportation Systems Management
Operations of MDOT. Maintenance and other work will be performed under the
terms of this Contract and as covered by the Field Activity Budget, subsequent
work plans, and Transportation Work Authorizations (TWAs), for each fiscal
year, which are incorporated herein by reference. Work performed under this
Contract will be performed in accordance with accepted maintenance practices
and/or specifications provided by MDOT as identified in a written Letter of
Understanding.

I. A written Letter of Understanding shall be drafled by MDOT and signed
by both MDOT and the designated representative of the Municipality.
The letter shall remain in effect until either replaced or modified by the
Region Engineer and approved by the Municipality. The letter will outline
the number and type of maintenance activities to be perfonned under this
Contract (A sample Letter of Understanding is attached as Appendix F).
The Letter of Understanding shall provide sufficient detail of the work
activities to be performed, expectations or outcomes from the performance
of this work, and identification of budget line items for budgeting and
billing purposes.

2. The executed Letter of Understanding and all subsequent approved
revisions thereto, are incorporated herein by reference as if the same were
repeated in full herein.

3. If the Municipality is unable to perform any of the services outlined in the
Letter of Understanding on a twenty-four (24) hour, seven (7) day-a-week
basis, the Municipality will immediately notify MDOT. MDOT will work
with the Municipality to ensure that the services defined in the Letter of
Understanding are performed.

B. When the Municipality inspects permits on MDOT’s behalf or assists MDOT
with a permit:

I. MDOT will require all Permit Applicants to “save harmless” the State of
Michigan, Transportation Commission, MDOT, and all officers, agents,
and employees thereof, and the Municipality, their officials, agents and
employees, against any and all claims for damages arising from operations
covered by the permit as a condition of all permits issued by MDOT.
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2. MDOT will farther require Permit Applicants to provide comprehensive
general liability insurance, including coverage for contractual liability,
completed operations, and/or product liability, X (Explosion), C
(Collapse), & U (Underground), and a contractor’s protective liability with
a blasting endorsement when blasting is involved, or commercial general
liability insurance which includes all the above, naming as additional
parties insured on all such policies, the State of Michigan, Transportation
Commission, MDOT, and all officers, agents, and employees thereof, the
Municipality their officials, agents, and employees. The Permit Applicant
will provide written proof of the insurance to MDOT. MDOT may waive
this requirement for permits issued to governmental entities and public
utilities or when specifically waived by the Municipality in writing.

3. The amounts of such insurance will be no less than:

Comprehensive General Liability:

Bodily Injury -- $500,000 each occurrence
-- $500,000 each aggregate

Property Damage -- $250,000 each occurrence
-- $250,000 each aggregate

Commercial General Liability Insurance:

$500,000 each occurrence and aggregate

C. TWAs may be issued by the Region Engineer for special maintenance work (work
not covered by the Line Item Budget) and non-maintenance work. This work may
be performed by the Municipality or a subcontractor as set forth in Section 9 of
this Contract. TWAs will be performed in accordance with MDOT’s accepted
maintenance practices and specifications as specified on the TWA. The
Municipality will provide the necessary supervision or inspection to assure that
the work is performed in accordance with the TWA.

The Municipality and MDOT may agree to include additional maintenance items
to be covered under this Contract. Such items may include, but are not limited to,
maintenance of traffic control devices (signals), freeway lighting and intelligent
traffic system (ITS). All such work will be listed in the Letter of Understanding,
included in the line item budget and defined in a supplemental scope which will
become an attachment to this Contract.
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The Municipality shall be responsible for providing all traffic control necessary to
complete the work as outlined in this Contract unless otherwise agreed to by
MDOT.

The Municipality and MDOT may enter into separate agreements for the shared
payment of installation, maintenance, and energy costs for traffic control devices.

D. The Region Engineer is authorized to issue written orders, as necessary, for the
performance of maintenance work under the provisions of this Contract.

Section 3. INTEGRATION OF STATE AND MUNICIPAL WORK

The Municipality will furnish qualified personnel and adequate equipment and may
furnish materials, as set forth in this Contract, as needed to perform maintenance on state
t-runkline highways, consistent with MDOT’s established core level of service for winter
and non-winter maintenance activities, an approved annual budget, work plan, and work
schedule. Personnel and equipment may be used on the local road system and state
trunkline highways as conditions warrant.

Section 4. HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR

The Municipality hereby designates ______________________________________ as Contract
Administrator on state trunkline highways, who will be responsible for budget and the
administration of the Contract. In the event the Municipality desires to replace the
Contract Administrator, the Municipality will notify MDOT within (30) days of the
change in writing.

Section 5. SUPERVISION

The Municipality hereby designates, where applicable, the following:

Maintenance Superintendent (Streets):________________________________________________

Signal/Electrical Superintendent:____________________________________________________

Storm Sewer Superintendent:

Other (Specify):
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who will supervise all work covered by this Contract. hi the event the Municipality
desires to replace the designated contacts, the Municipality will notify MDOT within (30)
days of the change in writing.

Section 6. WAGE SCHEDULE

Wages paid by the Municipality for work on state tnmkline highways will be the same as
on street work for the Municipality.

Premium Pay and Overtime Pay (specify under what conditions and percentage of regular
rate paid if not specified in the attached labor agreement).

Pay for “show-up time” (Specify under what conditions and number of hours, if a
minimum number is used and is not specified in the attached labor agreement).

No “stand by at home” pay will be included in charges for work on state trunlcline
highways.

MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for Direct Labor Overhead costs on all labor
costs properly chargeable to MDOT, including but not limited to, vacation, sick leave,
holiday pay, workers’ compensation, retirement, social security, group life insurance,
hospitalization, longevity, unemployment insurance, and military leave, hereinafter
referred to as “EMPLOYEE BENEFITS,” in accordance with Section 16.

Section 7. MATERIALS TO BE ACQUIRED AND SPECIFICATIONS

Material necessary for the performance under this Contract, may, at the option of the
Municipality, be purchased by the Municipality unless otherwise directed by the Region
Engineer. The Municipality will advertise and receive competitive bids when such
purchases exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) or if required by federal or state
law.
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The Municipality will retain documentation that such bids were taken. Failure to retain
documentation that such bids were taken may result in denial of reimbursement of the
costs of such materials.

The following materials: bituminous pre-mixed materials, bituminous materials,
aggregates (except ice control sand), bulk salt and traffic control devices used on state
trunkline highways by the Municipality will conform to current or supplemental
specifications of MDOT, unless otherwise approved in advance by the Region Engineer.
The Region Engineer may require approval by MDOT’S Construction Field Services
Division or by a laboratory approved by the Construction Field Services Division.
Copies of approvals will be placed on file in the offices of the Municipality and the
Region Engineer. If MDOT-owned materials are stored jointly with Municipality-owned
materials, proper and adequate inventory records must be maintained by the
Municipality, clearly indicating the portion that is MDOT-owned.

Section 8. PRICE SCHEDULE OF MATERIALS AND SERVICES

Materials produced and/or supplied by the Municipality including aggregates and
bituminous materials, may be furnished at a firm unit price subject to approval of source
and price by the Region Engineer. Firm unit prices are not subject to unit price
adjustment by review.

The Municipality may change, add, or delete firm unit prices when requested in writing
and approved by the Region Engineer at least sixty (60) days prior to the effective date of
the change, addition, or deletion.

FIRM UNIT PRICES

PRICE PRICE
ITEM KIND ITEM LOCATION UNIT INCLUDES* PER UNIT

Insert above, the following applicable number(s):

*Firm Unit Price Includes:
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Item Kind Item Locations
1. Processing/or Mixing Costs 1. Pit Site
2. Stockpiling/or Hauling to 2. Yard

Stockpile Costs 3. Other (Describe)
3. Royalty Costs
4. Municipal Supplied Salt or Calcium Chloride (when used in a winter salt/sand mixture)
5. Winter Sand
6. Bituminous Costs
7. Other (Describe)

MDOT may review all records necessary to confirm the accuracy of the material
quantities for all materials on the Firm Unit Price List shown above for which the
Municipality requests reimbursement.

Items purchased from a vendor source or vendor stockpile for direct use on the state
trunkline highways, are not eligible for firm unit price consideration and should be billed
at vendor pricing.

Reimbursement for all materials supplied by the Municipality which are not included in
the firm unit price schedule will be reimbursed in accordance with Section 16(D).
MDOT may review all records for materials purchased from a vendor source or vendor
stockpile for direct use on state trunkline highways.

Section 9. SUBCONTRACTS

The Municipality may subcontract any portion of the work to be performed under this
Contract. Bid/price solicitation and subcontracts will be in conformance with the
Municipality’s contracting process, and applicable state laws, except as modified herein.
All subcontracted work will require the Municipality to submit a Quotation Request for
Services or Equipment (Form 426) along with relevant bid and contract documents and
bid or quote tabulation.

All subcontracted work will be performed in accordance with the established Scope of
Work outlined on Form 426 and any specifications developed by the Municipality andlor
MDOT for said subcontracted work. The scope of work and specifications (if any) must
be approved by the Region Engineer. The Municipality will provide the necessary
supervision or inspection to assure the subcontracted work is performed in accordance
with the scope of work and specifications. At no time will the Municipality pay for
subcontracted work until the work has been inspected and approved for compliance with
the scope of work and specifications.
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Emergency work will be subcontracted based on a verbal approval given by the Region
Engineer. The work must be supported by the subsequent submission of Form 426 upon
completion of work. State Administrative Board approval is required within thirty (30)
days of completion of emergency work for contracts of $250,000 or greater.

It is the intent of the parties to extend the terms of the Contract if the subcontract work is
in progress at the conclusion of the Contract tenm This provision shall not apply if this
Contract is terminated by the Municipality or MDOT.

Failure to obtain the necessary approvals or to retain the documentation that the bids,
prices, or rate quotations were solicited as required under this Section, may result in a
denial of the reimbursement of the costs.

For subcontracts involving the items of CLEANING DRAINAGE STRUCTURES,
SWEEPING AND FLUSHING or GRASS AND WEED CONTROL, the Municipality
will include a cancellation clause that will allow the Municipality to cancel the
subcontract if funds are not made available by MDOT.

County and/or Municipality-based advantage programs (CBA Process) or any type of
preference program that awards contracts based on criteria other than low bid through the
competitive bidding process, will not be used for MDOT-funded projects.

The term of the subcontract will not exceed five (5) years; said term will include any time
extensions.

The subcontract solicitation and approval process will be as follows:

A. Subcontracts S24,999 or less: The Municipality will solicit either a bid price, or
rate quotation from three or more qualified sources. Documentation of
solicitation from all qualified sources must be retained for at least three (3) years
following final payment made for each subcontract. Region Engineer approval of
Form 426 is required.

B. Subcontracts $25,000 or greater: The Municipality will advertise and award by
competitive bid. Advertisements must clearly define contract term and location of
work. Documentation of the solicitation from all qualified sources must be
retained for at least three (3) years following final payment made for each
subcontract. Region Engineer approval of Form 426 is required.

State Administrative Board approval is required prior to the execution of
contracts that are $500,000 or greater.
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State Administrative Board requirements for Amendments (previously referred to
as overruns, extra work and adjustments), are outlined in Appendix E, attached
hereto and made a part hereof

Section 10. NON-DISCRIMINATION

In connection with the performance of maintenance work under this Contract, the
Municipality (hereinafter in Appendix C referred to as the “contractor”) agrees to comply
with the State of Michigan provisions for “Prohibition of Discrimination in State
Contracts,” as set forth in Appendix C, attached hereto and made a part hereof The
Municipality further covenants that it will comply with the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
being P.L. 88-352, 78 Stat. 241, as amended, being Title 42 U.S.C. Sections 1971, 1975a-
I 975d, and 2000a-2000h-6 and will require similar covenants on the part of any
contractor or subcontractor employed in the performance of this Contract.

Section 11. ANTI-KICKBACK

No official or employee of the Municipality or of the State of Michigan will receive
remuneration (directly or indirectly) for the purchase of materials, supplies, equipment, or
subcontracts in connection with the performance of this Contract.

Section 12. SCOPE OF CONTRACT

It is declared that the work performed under this Contract is a govenmiental function
which the Municipality performs for MDOT. This Contract does not confer jurisdiction
upon the Municipality over the state trunkline highways encompassed by this Contract or
over any other state trunkline highways. This Contract may not be construed to confer
temporary or concurrent jurisdiction upon the Municipality over a state trunkline
highway. Nothing inconsistent with the underlying statutory jurisdiction, duties,
prerogatives, and obligations of MDOT is herein intended. The parties hereto further
declare that this Contract is not made for the benefit of any third party.

Section 13. INSURANCE

A. The Municipality will furnish MDOT with a certificate of automobile liability
insurance, which complies with the No-Fault Automobile Insurance laws of the
State of Michigan, MCL 500.3101, et seq. The Insurance coverage will include
vehicles owned, leased or rented by the Municipality. Such insurance will not be
less than Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) for bodily
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injury or death of any one person. Coverage for public liability, property damage,
and combined single limit will also comply with the No-Fault Automobile
Insurance laws of the State of Michigan. The Municipality will provide thirty
(30) days notice to MDOT prior to cancellation, termination, or material change
of the policy. The certificate of said insurance, on MDOT Forn~ shall be
submitted to MDOT on DEPARMENT Form 428 (Certificate of Insurance for
State Highway Maintenance Contract) covering public liability and property
damage, indicating thereon the policy number, and the aforesaid thirty (30) days
notice provisions and the limits of liability. The Municipality agrees to review its
insurance programs with its statewide association in an attempt to obtain cost
savings and efficiency for MDOT.

If the Municipality is self-insured, a copy of the Secretary of State’s Certificate of
Self-insurance will be submitted to MDOT.

B. In the event the Municipality receives a Notice of Intent to File Claim and/or any
complaint filed by a person seeking to recover damages from the Municipality for
its alleged acts or omissions on a state trunkline highway, the Municipality will
provide a copy of such notice to the Assistant Attorney General, within fifteen
(15) days of receipt of said notice or complaint. The Notice of Intent to File Claim
and/or any complaint filed by a person seeking to recover damages from the
Municipality will be sent to:

Assistant Attorney General
Division Chief
Transportation Division
Van Wagoner Building - 4th Floor
425 West Ottawa Street
P.O. BOX 30050
Lansing, Michigan 48909

Thereafter, the Municipality will provide copies of pleadings and other
information regarding the claim or lawsuit when requested by an Assistant
Attorney General

SECTION 14. WORKERS’ DISABILITY COMPENSATION

The Municipality will comply with the Michigan Workers’ Disability Compensation Law
for all employees performing work under this Contract, MCL 500.3400, et seq.
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SECTION 15. BUDGET GUARANTEE

Each MDOT fiscal year, a winter and non-winter maintenance budget will be prepared
separately. These budgets will be established by the Region Engineer within guidelines
established by MDOT. Prior to the development of an annual budget by the Region
Engineer, the Municipality and MDOT will meet and develop a proposed work plan
including a schedule for routine maintenance and the associated cost of the work plan for
the coming year. This proposed work plan will be broken down by month and form the
basis of the non-winter maintenance budget for the Municipality for the next fiscal year.
The non-winter budget will be balanced over all twelve months of the fiscal year. The
budget will be adjusted each month to address budget overruns and under-runs to ensure
that total Municipality budget is not exceeded. MDOT will work with the Municipality to
reach agreement on the components of this annual work plan, taking into consideration
the features and conditions of the state trunkline system within the Municipality’s
contract area, as well as the size of the Municipality’s staff that is available for state
trunkline Highway maintenance. MDOT and the Municipality will identify maintenance
activities that can be performed in the winter months when not performing winter
maintenance.

The Municipality will work with MDOT to develop an annual priority plan for
scheduling work over the term of this Contract consistent with MDOT’S road
preservation objectives.

MDOT will establish the winter maintenance budget based on a five (5)-year average of
winter expenditures which includes the costs for labor, fringe benefits, equipment,
MDOT Salt Stores, Municipality supplied road salt, winter sand, other de-icing chemicals
and overhead.

The Region Engineer and the Municipality will review the non-winter maintenance
budget together at least every other month. This review will cover work planned and
conducted, work planned and not conducted, and the current status of the non-winter
maintenance budget. Any adjustments to the proposed work plan to curtail or expand
operations to meet budget limitations will be covered in this budget review. During
winter operations, the winter budget will be reviewed monthly by the Region Engineer
and the Municipality.

MDOT and the Municipality will meet between March 1 and May 15 of each budget year
to discuss a supplemental summer program. The supplemental summer program will be
funded by the remainder of the winter budget. During this meeting, participants will
estimate the remainder of the winter budget, review the status of current and future bills
for winter maintenance and propose a supplemental summer. The proposed work
activities will be prioritized to support MDOT’S preservation strategy as indicted in
Appendix G.
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SECTION 16: REIMBURSEMENT SCHEDULE REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT

MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for the following costs incurred in the
performance of routine maintenance, non-maintenance, and all other work covered by
this Contract, except as set forth in Sections 18, 19, 20, and 21. To be eligible for
reimbursement under this Section, costs must be submitted to MDOT prior to the start of
the review for each respective year of the Contract period.

A. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for the cost of all labor employed in the
performance of this Contract. The reimbursement will include the expense of
permit inspections, field and office engineering, and reviewing expenses in
connection with force account work by subcontractors.

B. MDOT’S share of the cost of EMPLOYEE BENEFITS as referred to in Section 6
as a percentage of payroll. The percentage shall be developed using MDOT Form
455M (Report of Employee Benefit Costs for the Municipality) and shall conform
with the general accounts of the Municipality on the Municipality’s previous
fiscal years’ experience. These charges are subject to review in accordance with
Section 25.

C. MDOT’S share of the actual cost of Municipality owned or purchased energy.

D. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for the cost of purchased bulk (measured
by volume or weight) materials and Non-Bulk (measured by area or count)
material used in the performance of this Contract. The Municipality shall deduct
all discounts or rebates in excess of two percent (2%), to establish the reimbursed
cost.

E. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for the cost of handling materials
furnished by the Municipality and materials furnished by MDOT as follows:

1. Bulk Items (measured by volume or wei2ht):
The direct expenses of handling, such as unloading, processing,
stockpiling, heating or loading of materials measured by volume or weight
in bulk, bags or drums such as aggregates, bituminous materials and
chemicals, on condition that reimbursement of such expenses is not
provided elsewhere herein, provided that these costs can be identified
within the records of the Municipality. When bulk items paid for by
MDOT are co-mingled with the Municipality’s materials, MDOT will
only reimburse the Municipality for the cost of handling the portion
expected to be used on the state trunkline highways. The Municipality
will establish a rate of use annually, based on the previous year’s use to
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identify MDOT’s share of handling cost. The Municipality’s established
rate is subject to adjustment by review.

2. Non-Bulk Items (measured by area or count):
A five percent (5%) handling and storage charge may be added to the
purchase price of all materials measured by area or count provided such
materials arc stocked in and distributed from approved storage facilities.
When reported by the Municipality, charges for handling and storage in
excess of five percent (5%) will be reimbursed to the Municipality upon
review, provided that these charges can be identified and supported within
the records of the Municipality.

F. Equipment owned by the Municipality will be reimbursed at the established rental
rates found in Schedule C, Report 375 Equipment Rental Rates, issued annually
by MDOT. Rented equipment will be reimbursed at actual cost for the equipment
rental.

G. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for the amounts paid by the Municipality
to a subcontractor as set forth in Section 9.

H. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for the cost of labor, materials, and
equipment rental incurred in connection with engineering, supervision, and
inspection of subcontract work.

Overhead in Accordance with Attached Overhead Schedule.

MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for overhead costs at the appropriate
percentage rate as indicated in Appendix B. The overhead rate shall be based
upon the original annual budget established for the Municipality and shall not
change.

The overhead amount payable under Section 16(1) is reimbursement to the
Municipality for all costs and expenses arising out of the performance of this
Contract not specifically described in other sections of this Contract. This
reimbursement includes salary and expenses (including transportation) of the
Maintenance Superintendent (except as noted in Section 16(K)), salaries of
clerical assistants, including radio communication staff, office expense, storage
rentals on Municipality owned property, and the cost of small road tools. Work
tools without a power assist and used in a road or a bridge maintenance activity,
are considered small road tools. Small road tools do not have an equipment rental
rate listed in Schedule C, Report 375, Equipment Rental Rates. Small road tools
are reimbursed as an overhead cost.

J. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for MDOT’S pro-rata share of the cost to
maintain chemical storage facilities as provided for in the chemical storage
facility contracts between the Municipality and MDOT.
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J. MDOT will reimburse the Municipality for MDOT’S pro-rata share of the cost to
maintain chemical storage facilities as provided for in the chemical storage
facility contracts between the Municipality and MDOT.

K. Requests for reimbursement to be made at least bi-monthly (every other month)
on the basis of certified statement of charges prepared and submitted by the
Municipality within thirty (30) days from the end of each bi-monthly period on
forms furnished by MDOT or using an equivalent approved alternative format.
Costs submitted beyond sixty (60) days from the end of each bi-monthly period
will include written justification for the delay and will be paid only upon approval
of the Region Engineer. Upon written request to the Region Engineer, payment
may be made to the Municipality on a monthly basis, after submission to MDOT
of certified statements of costs for each monthly payment period. Municipalities
with a line item budget contract of $100,000 or greater shall submit request for
reimbursement on a monthly basis through MDOT’S Local Agency Payment
System (LAPS).

L. The Municipality will be reimbursed as a direct cost for work performed by the
Maintenance Superintendent making regular inspections of state trunkline
highways in accordance with written instructions from the Region Engineer. This
time shall be specifically recorded on daily time sheets and reported as a direct
labor charge.

It is further agreed that in smaller municipalities, the Maintenance Superintendent
designated above may at times be engaged in tasks other than those of a strictly
supervisory nature, such as operator of a truck or other highway equipment. The
Municipality may be reimbursed for this time worked on state trunklines,
provided that all such time for non-supervisory work is specifically recorded on
the daily time sheet and reported on the Maintenance Payroll Report Form 410A.
The exact dates on which the Maintenance Superintendent so worked, the number
of hours worked, and the number of hours worked under each classification shall
be indicated on the Maintenance Payroll Report Form 410A.

SECTION 17: ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER

Public Act 533 of 2004 requires that payments under this Contract be processed by
electronic funds transfer (EFT). The Municipality is required to register to receive
payments by EFT at the SIGMA Vendor Self Service (VSS) website
(www.michigan.gov/SIGMAVSS).
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SECTION 18: SNOW HAULING

MDOT will share in the cost of snow hauling if each snow hauling effort is approved by
the Region Engineer. MDOT’S share of snow hauling will be determined based on the
ratio of area designated for traffic movement to the total area of the state trunicline
highway right-of-way within the agreed upon area of snowhaul. MDOT will subtract the
area of parking lanes and sidewalks from the total area of the state trunkline highway
right-of-way to determine the area designated for traffic movement. IvIDOT’S
reimbursement for snow hauling from state trunkline highways, based upon this
calculation, is paid at the rate of______ percent (%) of actual charges supported by proper
documentation. The frequency (annually, each storm, etc.) will be at the discretion of the
Region Engineer. The Municipality should denote snow hauling charges as Activity 149,
Other Winter Maintenance, on Trunk Line Maintenance Reports. A prior written
authorization for each snow haul event from the Region Engineer shall be required and
kept on file for review purposes.

The Municipality agrees that it will prohibit additional snow from being deposited on the
highway right-of-way from side streets.

SECTION 19: PAVEMENT MARKING

Compensation for the item of PAVEMENT MARKING will be made on the basis of
actual expenditure only, except in no case will the Municipality be compensated for a
total expenditure in excess of the amount designated for PAVEMENT MARKING in the
Line Item Budget for the appropriate MDOT fiscal year. Compensation for PAVEMENT
MARKING is limited to only painting authorized by the Region Engineer. The
Municipality shall not include charges for curb painting in the routine maintenance cost
for state trunkline maintenance.

SECTION 20: COMPENSATION FOR AESTHETIC WORK ITEMS

Compensation for the items of SWEEPING AND FLUSHING, GRASS AI’~ WEED
CONTROL and ROADSIDE CLEAN UP will be made on the basis of actual
expenditures only, except that in no case will the Municipality be compensated for a total
expenditure in excess of the budget amount designated each of these three work activities
on the Summary of the Field Activity Budget for the appropriate MDOT fiscal year.

The number of work operations for each of these three activities will be agreed upon
between the Municipality and Region Engineer; and reflected in each line activity budget
amount.
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SECTION 21: TREES AND SHRUBS

Except for emergency work, the Municipality must request MDOT’S written approval to
remove dead trees and/or trim trees prior to the start of work. MDOT will pay all costs to
remove dead trees. MDOT and Municipality shall equally share costs when state and
local forces combine efforts to trim trees within the trunkline right-of-way as approved
by the Region Engineer.

SECTION 22: EQUIPMENT LIST

The Municipality will furnish MDOT a list of the equipment it uses during performance
under this Contract, on MDOT form 471 (Equipment Specifications and Rentals.) This
form shall be furnished to MDOT no later than February 28 of each year.

SECTION 23: RECORDS TO BE KEPT

The Municipality will:

A. Establish and maintain accurate records, in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principals, of all expenses incurred for which payment is sought or
made under this Contract, said records to be hereinafter referred to as the
“RECORDS.” Separate accounts will be established and maintained for all costs
incurred under the state trunkline maintenance contract. The Municipality will
retain the following RECORDS, and others, in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles:

1. Retain daily timecards or electronic timekeeping files for employees and
equipment indicating the distribution of time to route sections and work
items. Daily timecards must be signed by the employee, the immediate
supervisor and by the timekeeper when the timekeeper is employed. If the
Municipality uses crew-day cards, it will retain crew-day cards backed by
a time record for the pay period signed as above, in lieu of daily individual
timecards detailing the time distribution, if the Municipality uses
electronic timekeeping, it will retain data files detailing time distribution
and assigned supervisor approval.

2. Retain properly signed material requisitions (daily distribution slips)
which indicate type of material, quantity, units of measure, the date of
distribution and the distribution to route sections and work items.
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3. Retain additional cost records to support and develop unit cost charges and
percentages as applied to invoice costs. No such cost records are
necessary in support of the overhead percentage or the five percent (5%)
handling charge.

B. The Municipality will maintain the RECORDS for at least three (3) years from
the date of MDOT’S receipt of the statement of charges for the quarter ending
September 30 of each year of this Contract period. In the event of a dispute with
regard to the allowable expenses or any other issue under this Contract, the
Municipality will thereafter continue to maintain the RECORDS at least until that
dispute has been finally decided and the time for all available challenges or
appeals for that decision has expired.

Representatives of MDOT may inspect, copy or review the RECORDS at any
mutually acceptable time. However, the Municipality cannot unreasonably delay
the timely performance of the review.

SECTION 24: COST CERTIFICATION, REIMBURSEMENT AND ADJUSTMENT

The Municipality hereby certifies that, to the best of the Municipality’s knowledge, the
costs reported to MDOT under this Contract will represent only those items which are
properly chargeable in accordance with the Contract. The Municipality also hereby
certifies that it has read the Contract terms and is aware of the applicable laws,
regulations, and terms of this Contract that apply to the reporting of costs incurred under
the terms of this Contract.

SECTION 25: CONTRACT REVIEW AND RESPONSE

The Municipality’s records will be subject to review/audit within the statute of
limitations, and the review/audit period will coincide with the Municipality’s fiscal year,
unless the Contract is terminated or not renewed. The term “review/audit” hereafter will
be referred to as “review”.

Charges by the Municipality for maintenance of state trunkline highways and authorized
non-maintenance work performed under this Contract will not be adjusted (increased or
decreased) by review after twenty-four (24) months subsequent to the date of MDOT’S
receipt of certified statement of charges for the quarter ending September 30 of each year
of this Contract period. This limitation will not apply in case of fraud or
misrepresentation of material fact or ifmutually agreed to in writing.
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The firm unit prices for aggregates and bituminous materials that are processed and
furnished by the Municipality will not be subject to adjustment.

If any adjustments are to be made, the Municipality will be notified of the tentative
exceptions and adjustments within the above twenty-four (24) month period. The
twenty-four (24) month period is intended only as a limitation of time for making
adjustments and does not limit the time for payment of such amounts. In the event that a
review performed by or on behalf of MDOT indicates an adjustment to the costs reported
under this Contract or questions the allowability of an item of expense, MDOT will
promptly submit to the Municipality a Notice of Review Results and a copy of the
Review Report, which may supplement or modify any tentative findings communicated
to the Municipality at the completion of a review.

Within sixty (60) days after the date of the Notice of Review Results, the Municipality
will:

I. Respond in writing to the responsible Bureau of MDOT indicating whether or not
it concurs with the Review Report;

2. Clearly explain the nature and basis for any disagreement as to a disallowed item
of expense; and

3. Include a written explanation as to any questioned item of expense. Hereinafler,
the “RESPONSE” will be clearly stated and provide any supporting
documentation necessary to resolve any disagreement or questioned item of
expense. Where the documentation is voluminous, the Municipality may supply
appropriate excerpts and make alternate arrangements to conveniently and
reasonably make that documentation available for review by MDOT. The
RESPONSE will refer to and apply the language of the Contract.

4. The Municipality agrees that failure to submit a RESPONSE within the sixty (60)
day period constitutes agreement with any disallowance of an item of expense and
authorizes MDOT to make a final decision to either allow or disallow any items
of questioned cost.

MDOT will review submitted RESPONSE and attached documentation from the
Municipality. MDOT will reply in writing acknowledging receipt of the
Municipality RESPONSE. The submitted RESPONSE and attached
documentation from the Municipality will be referred to the MDOT Appeal Panel.
See Section 26, “Dispute Resolution Process”.
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SECTION 26: DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESS

A. Contract Disputes

For review disputes refer to Section 26 (B) below, all other disputes between the
parties shall be resolved under the terms of this section. It is the intent that each
party may communicate concerns relative to the contract and resolve any issues as
they arise. After a contract issue has been resolved, a summary of the agreed
upon resolution shall be jointly drafted and distributed. Some issues may require
ongoing communication to resolve and may become an item for negotiation
during the next review and renegotiation of the contract.

If the parties are unable to resolve any dispute, the parties must meet with the
Engineer of Operations, Operations Field Services Division or designee. The
following are steps to resolve the dispute without the need for formal legal
proceedings:

I) The representative of the Municipality and MDOT must meet as often as
the parties reasonably deem necessary to gather and furnish to each other
all information with respect to the mailer at issue which the parties believe
to be appropriate and germane in connection with the dispute. The
representatives shall discuss the problem and negotiate in good faith in an
effort to resolve the dispute without the necessity of any legal proceeding.

2) During the course of negotiations, all reasonable requests made by one
party to another for non-privileged information reasonably related to the
Contract shall be honored in order that each of the parties may be fully
advised of the other’s position.

3) The specific format for the discussions shall be left to the discretion of the
designated Municipality and MDOT representatives but may include the
preparation of agreed upon statement of fact or written statements of
position.

4) Statements made by the Municipality or MDOT during Dispute
Resolution may not be introduced as evidence by either party in any
judicial action related to or under this Contract.

5) In cases where disputes have not been resolved, any remaining issues will
be referred to the MDOT Appeal Panel which consists of four Bureau
Directors, three of which will constitute a quorum.

6) Every effort will be made to complete this process within 90 calendar days
by both parties.
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B. Review Disputes

For Review Disputes the submitted RESPONSE and attached documentation
from the Municipality will be referred to the MDOT Appeal Panel. The Appeal
Panel consists of four Bureau Directors, three of which will constitute a quorum.

1) MDOT will provide the Municipality with an opportunity to appear before
the Appeal Panel to explain and support their RESPONSE.

2) If, after an Appeal Panel written decision, the Municipality will either
accept the decision or file a lawsuit in a court of proper jurisdiction to
contest MDOT’s decision. The filing of a lawsuit must be initiated by the
Municipality within thirty (30) days of the receipt of the Appeal Panel’s
written decision. MDOT will not withhold or offset the funds in dispute if
the Municipality files a lawsuit in a court of proper jurisdiction.

3) If the Municipality fails to repay an overpayment or reach an agreement
with MDOT on a repayment schedule within the thirty (30) day period, the
Municipality agrees that MDOT will deduct all or a portion of an
overpayment from any funds due the Municipality by MDOT under the
terms of this Contract.

4) Every effort will be made to complete this process within 60 calendar days
by both parties.

This section shall not be construed to prevent either party fiom initiating,
and a party is authorized to initiate, an action for breach of this Contract or
for any other relief allowed by law earlier to avoid the expiration of any
applicable limitations period, to preserve a superior position with respect
to the other party, or under Injunctive Relief below. In the event that a
dispute is not resolved through the Dispute Resolution Process, either
party may initiate an action for breach of this Contract, or any other relief
allowed by law in a court of proper jurisdiction. Time periods may be
extended if mutually agreed upon by both parties.

Injunctive Relief

The only circumstance in which disputes between MDOT and the Municipality
shall not be subject to the provisions of this Dispute Resolution Process is when a
party makes a good faith determination that it will suffer irreparable harm due to a
breach of the terms of the Contract by the other party and that a temporary
restraining order or other immediate injunctive relief is the only adequate remedy.
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Each party agrees to continue performing its obligations under the Contract while
a dispute is being resolved except to the extent the issue in dispute precludes
performance (dispute over payment must not be deemed to preclude performance)
and without limiting either party’s right to terminate the Contract as provided in
Section 28.

SECTION 27: TERM OF CONTRACT

This Contract will be in effect from October 1,2019 through September 30, 2024.

SECTION 28: BUDGET REDUCTION, TERMINATION OR NON-RENEWAL OF
CONTRACT

A. For convenience and without cause, MDOT may reduce the budget, terminate, or
choose not to renew this Contract, if written notice is given to the Municipality at
least one (1) year prior to the beginning of the Contract year to which the budget
reduction, termination, or expiration applies. One year from the date of such
notice shall be deemed the termination date of the Contract.

The Municipality may reduce the budget, terminate, or choose not to renew this
Contract if one (1) year’s written notice, prior to the effective date of budget
reduction, termination, or expiration is given to MDOT. One year from the date
of such notice shall be deemed the termination date of the Contract.

B. Upon termination of this Contract “for cause” or any reason, the Municipality
must, for a period of time specified by MDOT (not to exceed 90 calendar days),
provide all reasonable transition assistance requested by MDOT, to allow for the
expired or terminated portion of the Contract Activities to continue without
interruption or adverse effect, and to facilitate the orderly transfer of such
Contract Activities to MDOT or its designees. This Contract will automatically
be extended through the end of the transition period.

SECTION 29: STATE OF MICHIGAN ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD RESOLUTION

The provisions of the State Administrative Board Resolution 2017-2, April 25, 2017, as
set forth in Appendix D, attached hereto and made a part hereof.
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SECTION 30: CONTRACTUAL INTERPRETATION

All capitalized words and phrases used in this agreement have the meaning set forth in
Appendix A.

All words and phrases not specifically defined in Appendix A shall be construed and
understood according to the ordinary meaning of the words used, but technical words
and phrases shall have the meanings set forth in MDOT’s publications, manuals,
advisories, or guides, as applicable. If no MDOT publication, manual, advisory or guide
is applicable, such technical words shall be construed and understood according to the
usual and accepted meaning used in the industry or field to which they relate. In case of
any discrepancies between the body of this Contract and any appendices attached hereto,
the body of this Contract will govern.
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SECTION 31: AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE(S)

This Contract will become binding on the parties and of full force and effect upon signing
by the duly authorized official(s) of the Municipality and of MDOT and upon adoption of
a resolution approving said Contract and authorizing the signature(s) thereto of the
respective official(s) of the Municipality, a certified copy of which resolution will be sent
to MDOT with this Contract, as applicable.

VILLAGE OF CHESANING

BY: __________________________

TITLE:

BY: __________________________

TITLE:

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

BY: __________________________

TITLE: MDOT Director
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APPENDIX A

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

MUNICIPALITY CONTRACT

DEFINITIONS

ANNUAL WORK PLAN: A schedule developed by the Municipality, and a Region Engineer
designee, of the routine maintenance work to be performed annually on state trunklines by the
Municipality.

BUDGET/FIELD ACTIVITY BUDGET: Both items are defined as the budgeted amount
distributed to the Municipality at the beginning of the fiscal year (October 1).

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITIES: Bulk salt storage buildings.

COMPONENTS OF AN ANNUAL WORK PLAN: An outline of agreed upon maintenance
activities to be performed to meet the needs of the trunkline. The components of this plan shall
be a list of prioritized maintenance needs and a general break-down of how the Municipality’s
budget will be applied to the standard maintenance activity groups to facilitate work on the
maintenance needs.

DEPARTMENT: Means the Michigan Department of Transportation.

MDOT APPEAL PANEL: A panel comprised of four Bureau Directors responsible for
deciding Contract disputes, three of which will constitute a quorum.

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS AND RENTALS: An annual list of equipment proposed
to be used on the state trunkline system by the Municipality forwarded to the Department with
the hourly rates of each piece of equipment.

MICHIGAN STATE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION: The policy-making body for
all state transportation programs. The Commission establishes policy for the Michigan
Department of Transportation in relation to transportation programs and facilities and other such
works as related to transportation development as provided by law. Responsibilities of the
Commission include the development and implementation of comprehensive transportation plans
for the entire state, including aeronautics, bus and rail transit, providing professional and
technical assistance, and overseeing the administration of state and federal finds allocated for
these programs.

OFFICE OF COMMISSION AUDIT (OCA): The Office of Commission Audit reports
directly to the Michigan State Transportation Commission. The Office of Commission Audits is



charged with the overall responsibility to supervise and conduct review activities for the
Department of Transportation. The auditor submits to the Commission reports of financial and
operational audits and investigations performed by staff for acceptance.

REGION ENGINEER: The Department’s designated chief engineer (or designee) responsible
for the oversight of each MDOT region.

RESPONSE: A written explanation as to any questioned item of expense

SCHEDULE C EQUIPMENT RENTAL RATES: The Department’s annual list of statewide
hourly equipment rental rates that shall be charged for the use of road equipment.

SMALL HAND TOOLS: Hand tools which do not have power assist (non-powered) used for
general road and bridge maintenance such as rakes, shovels, brooms, etc.

STATE ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD: The State Administrative Board consists of the
Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General, State Treasurer, and the
Superintendent of Public Instruction. The State Administrative Board has general supervisory
control over the administrative activities of all state departments and agencies, including but not
limited to, the approval of contracts and leases, oversight of the state capitol outlay process, and
the settlement of small claims against the state.

STATE TRUNKLINE HIGHWAY: A road, highway, or freeway under the jurisdiction of the
Department, and usually designated with an M, US, or I, preceding the route number.

WINTER MAINTENANCE: Maintenance operations centered on the process to remove snow
and ice from the trunkline to provide a reasonably clear and safe driving surface under winter
conditions. The activity codes that define the budget line items for winter maintenance are:

1410: Winter maintenance
1440: Winter road patrol (See winter maintenance patrol above)
1490: Other winter maintenance (‘Shall include maintenance items resulting from winter
maintenance, but not actual winter maintenance, i.e. sweeping andflushing immediately after
winter ends,)

This work includes all material costs required to conduct work under the above activity codes.



APPENDIX B

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

MUNICIPALITY CONTRACT

OVERHEAD SCHEDULE

Effective October 1, 2019, through September 30, 2024

Original Annual Percent Percent Total
Budget Amount Allowed Allowed Percent

for for Small Allowed
Overhead Tools

Up to $25,000_________ 11.00 .50 11.50
$25,001 to $50,000 ____ 10.25 .50 10.75
$50,001 to $75,000 ____ 9.50 .50 10.00
$75,001 to $100,000 8.75 .50 9.25
$100,001 and over _____ 8.00 .50 8.50



APPENDIX C
PROHIBITION OF DISCRIMINATION IN STATE CONTRACTS

In connection with the perfonirnnce of work under this contract; the contractor agrees as follows:

In accordance with Public Act 453 of 1976 (Elliott-Larsen Civil Rights Act), the
contractor shall not discriminate against an employee or applicant for employment with
respect to hire, tenure, treatment, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment or a
matter directly or indirectly related to employment because of race, color, religion,
national origin, age, sex, height, weight, or marital status. A breach of this covenant will
be regarded as a material breach of this contract. Further, in accordance with Public Act
220 of 1976 (Persons with Disabilities Civil Rights Act), as amended by Public Act 478
of 1980, the contractor shall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for
employment with respect to hire, tenure, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment
or a matter directly or indirectly related to employment because of a disability that is
unrelated to the individual’s ability to perform the duties of a particular job or position. A
breach of the above covenants will be regarded as a material breach of this contract.

2. The contractor hereby agrees that any and all subcontracts to this contract, whereby a
portion of the work set forth in this contract is to be performed, shall contain a covenant
the same as hereinabove set forth in Section 1 of this Appendix.

3. The contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants for employment and
employees are treated without regard to their race, color, religion, national origin, age,
sex, height, weight, marital status, or any disability that is unrelated to the individual’s
ability to perform the duties of a particular job or position. Such action shall include, but
not be limited to, the following: employment; treatment; upgrading; demotion or transfer;
recruitment; advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship.

4. The contractor shall, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on
behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, age, sex, height,
weight, marital status, or disability that is unrelated to the individual’s ability to perform
the duties of a particular job or position.

5. The contractor or its collective bargaining representative shall send to each labor union or
representative of workers with which the contractor has a collective bargaining
agreement or other contract or understanding a notice advising such labor union or
workers’ representative of the contractor’s commitments under this Appendix.

6. The contractor shall comply with all relevant published rules, regulations, directives, and
orders of the Michigan Civil Rights Commission that may be in effect prior to the taking
of bids for any individual state project.



7. The contractor shall furnish and file compliance reports within such time and upon such
forms as provided by the Michigan Civil Rights Commission; said forms may also elicit
information as to the practices, policies, program, and employment statistics of each
subcontractor, as well as the contractor itself, and said contractor shall penriit access to
the contractor’s books, records, and accounts by the Michigan Civil Rights Commission
and/or its agent for the purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance under this
contract and relevant rules, regulations, and orders of the Michigan Civil Rights
Commission.

8. In the event that the Michigan Civil Rights Commission finds, after a hearing held
pursuant to its rules, that a contractor has not complied with the contractual obligations
under this contract, the Michigan Civil Rights Commission may, as a part of its order
based upon such findings, certif~’ said findings to the State Administrative Board of the
State of Michigan, which State Administrative Board may order the cancellation of the
contract found to have been violated and/or declare the contractor ineligible for future
contracts with the state and its political and civil subdivisions, departments, and officers,
including the governing boards of institutions of higher education, until the contractor
complies with said order of the Michigan Civil Rights Commission. Notice of said
declaration of future ineligibility may be given to any or all of the persons with whom the
contractor is declared ineligible to contract as a contracting party in future contracts. In
any case before the Michigan Civil Rights Commission in which cancellation of an
existing contract is a possibility, the contracting agency shall be notified of such possible
remedy and shall be given the option by the Michigan Civil Rights Commission to
participate in such proceedings.

9. The contractor shall include or incorporate by reference, the provisions of the foregoing
paragraphs (1) through (8) in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by
rules, regulations, or orders of the Michigan Civil Rights Commission; all subcontracts
and purchase orders will also state that said provisions will be binding upon each
subcontractor or supplier.

Revised June 2011



APPENDIX D

STATE AIJMINISTRATIVE BOARD
RESOLUTION 2017-2

PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO MDOT CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
AND

RECISSION OF RESOLUTION 2011-2

WHEREAS, the State Administrative Board (“Board”) exercises general
supervisory control over the functions and activities of all administrative
departments, boards, commissioners, and officers of this State, and of all State
institutions pursuant to Section 3 of 1921 PA 2, MCL 17.3;

WHEREAS, the Board may adopt rules governing its procedures and
providing for the general conduct of its business and affairs pursuant to Section 2,
of 1921 PA 2, MCL 17.2;

WHEREAS, exercising its power to adopt rules, the Board adopted
Resolution 2011-2 on August 30, 2011, establishing a $500,000 or more threshold
for Board approval of the Michigan Department of Transportation (“MDOT”)
Professional Engineering Consultant Contracts and Construction Contracts and
increasing the threshold for Board approval for Service Contracts to $250,000 or
more for initial contracts and $125,000 or more for an amendment to a Service
Contract;

WHEREAS, the Board has adopted Resolution 2017-1, raising the threshold
for Board approval of contracts for materials and services to $500,000 or more for
the initial contract and $500,000 or more for contract amendments, and rescinding
Resolution 2011-1;

WHEREAS, MDOT is a party to a considerable number of contracts, the
majority of which are funded via grants administered by federal agencies including
the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration, Federal
Transit Administration, Federal Railroad Administration, and Federal Aviation
Administration, which oversee MDOT’s administration of such contracts and
amendments thereto;

WHEREAS, MDOT has implemented internal procedures to assure the
proper expenditure of state and federal funds and is subject to financial and
performance audits by the Office of Commission Audits pursuant to 1982 PA 438,
MCL 247.667a;

WHEREAS, MDOT is a party to a significant number of contracts which by
their nature involve substantial consideration and often require amendments



arising out of changes in scope, differing field conditions and design errors and
omissions;

WHEREAS, delays in the approval of amendments to contracts can result in
postponement of payments to subcontractors and suppliers; work slowdowns and
stoppages; delays in the completion of projects; exposure to additional costs; and
exposure to litigation arising out of contractor claims; and

WHEREAS, recognizing the Board’s duty to promote the efficiency of State
Government, the Board resolves as follows:

1. Resolution 2011-2 is rescinded.

2. A contract for professional design, engineering or consulting services
requiring MDOT prequalification in connection with the construction or physical
improvement of a street, road, highway, bridge, transit or rail system, airport or
other structure congruous with transportation (“Professional Engineering
Consultant Contract”) or a contract for the construction or physical improvement of
a street, road, highway, bridge, transit or rail system, airport or other structure
congruous with transportation (“Construction Contract”) must be approved by the
Board prior to execution by MDOT if the amount of the contract is $500,000 or
more. MDOT may obtain approval of the solicitation of a Professional Engineering
Consultant Contract or a Construction Contract which, based on the estimate
prepared by an engineer employed by the State of Michigan, is estimated to be
$500,000 or more. A contract arising out of such solicitation must be approved by
the Board prior to execution by MDOT if the amount of the contract exceeds 110% of
the State engineer’s estimate.

3. An amendment to a Professional Engineering Consultant Contract or a
Construction Contract must be approved by the Board prior to execution by MDOT
if the amount of the amendment and the sum of all previous amendments exceed
10% of the original contract, except that an amendment to a Professional
Engineering Consultant Contract or a Construction Contract need not be approved
by the Board if: a) approved in accordance with applicable federal law or procedure
by a representative of a federal agency contributing funds to the project that is the
subject of the contract; or b) approved in accordance with MDOT’s internal
procedures provided the procedures include approval by at least one MDOT
employee who has managerial responsibility and is neither the project manager nor
directly involved in the administration of the project.

4. A contract for services not requiring MDOT prequalification (“Service
Contract”) in the amount of $500,000 or more must be approved by the Board prior
to execution by MDOT. A Service Contract does not include a Professional
Engineering Consultant Contract or a Construction Contract.



5. An amendment to a Service Contract must be approved by the Board
prior to execution by MOOT if the amount of the amendment and the sum of all
previous amendments total $500,000 or more. Thereafter, an amendment to a
Service Contract must be approved by the Board if the amount of the amendment
and the sum of all amendments executed after the most recent Board approval total
$500,000 or more.

6. A contract involving the conveyance of any real property interest under
the jurisdiction of MOOT must be approved by the Board prior to execution by
MOOT if the fair market value of the interest is $500,000 or more. Fair market
value must be determined in accordance with procedures approved by the State
Transportation Commission.

7. MOOT may enter into a contract with a sub-recipient without approval
of the Board if: a) the purpose of the contract is to provide federal or state matching
funds for a project; b) MOOT has been authorized by an agency administering any
federal funds to award them to the sub-recipient; and c) the sub-recipient has
agreed to fully reimburse the State in the event the sub-recipient does not use the
funds in accordance with the purpose of the funding. A sub-recipient includes, but
is not limited to, a local unit of government, a governmental authority, a private
non-profit entity, and a railroad or rail service provider.

8. MOOT may enter into a cost participation contract with a local unit of
government without approval of the Board if: a) the contract involves the
construction or physical improvement of a street, road, highway, bridge or other
structure congruous with transportation; b) the construction or improvement is
funded by federal, state or local funds; and c) the contract is approved by each entity
providing funds or in accordance with applicable law.

9. MOOT may enter into a contract in connection with the award of a
grant including state matching funds, to a local unit of government, a governmental
authority, a private non-profit entity, a railroad or a rail service provider, without
approval of the Board if the contract provides that the recipient will fully reimburse
the State in the event grant funds are not used in accordance with the terms of the
grant.

10. MDOT may enter into a contract with an airport sponsor without
approval of the Board if the contract has been approved by the Michigan
Aeronautics Commission.

11. MOOT may enter into a contract or award a grant without approval of
the Board in situations where emergency action is required. For all emergency
contracts or grants of $250,000 or more, MOOT must transmit to the Board a



written report setting forth the nature of the emergency and the key terms of the
contract or grant within 30 days of executing the contract or awarding the grant.

12. Notwithstanding any provisions of this resolution, the Board may
require MDOT to report the status of any project and may require MDOT to obtain
Board approval of any contract, grant or any amendment to a contract.

This Resolution is effective *!!~‘ 20W.

State
Administrative Board

a



APPENDIX E

SUBCONTRACT REQUIREMENTS

SUMMARY OF STATE ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD
REQUIREMENTS FOR AMENDMENTS

(PREVIOUSLY REFERRED TO AS OVERRUNS,
EXTRA’S AND ADJUSTMENTS)

Administrative Board Resolution (2017-2, April 25, 2017)

Amendments

Subcontract Requirements: Amendment State Administrative
Amount Board (SAB) Approval

Requirements:

. Region Engineer approval required $499,999 or less Not required
prior to start of work.

Note: Emergency contracts
• Form 426 must be signed by the $250,000 or greater require SAB

Region Engineer. approval.

. Documentation of amendment is
required by the Municipality. $500,000 or Required prior to the start of

greater work

• Send revised Form 426 to the
Operations Field Services Division
Contract Administrator for review Note: When the sum of the
and approval prior to the start of contract and all amendments total
work. $500,000 or greater, 5kBapproval is required.

Definition of Term: Amendment includes situations where the original contract quantity or
contract cost is exceeded. It also includes situations where quantities or work are added to the
original contract as extra’s or adjustments.

April 25, 2017
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APPENDIX F

SAMPLE: Letter of Understanding

Date

Contract Agency Name
Address
Contact Person, Title

RE: Clarification of State Trunkline Maintenance Contract between Michigan
Department of Transportation (MDOT) and the (insert name of contract agency)

Dear

This Letter of Understanding is in follow up to our recent meeting held on _______ and will serve
as a reference to clarify the Scope of Work set forth in Section 2, of the State Trunkline
Maintenance Contract.

The Scope of Work will be limited to (insert type of work activities and frequency of work to be
performed) on the state trunjdine (indicate routes) in the City of The work activities are
to be conducted by the City as a part of the Contract with MDOT.

The Scope of Work shall include traffic control to perform the work.

Request for reimbursement of the Scope of Work activities identified herein shall be in
accordance with Section 16 of the Contract.

Subcontracting of any work activities shall be in accordance to Section 9 of the Contract.



Please sign each of the two original letters enclosed. Please keep one copy for your records and

Sincerely,

Name
Maintenance Engineer
MDOT TSC

City of ________ agrees to the terms and conditions stated in this agreement.

Dated this _____ day of , 2014

Name, Title

APPROVED BY:

Region Engineer
Michigan Department of Transportation

Date

return the other copy to my attention.

APPROVED BY:



APPENDIX G

Non-Winter Maintenance Activity & Level of Service Priority

For the purposes of defining priority levels, the following guidance is suggested:

“Critical” work activities are those which address conditions in the infrastructure that pose an
imminent threat to public health and safety. This would include instances in which defects or
damage currently exist and must be repaired to restore the infrastructure to a safe operating
condition. Examples may include filling existing potholes, repairing significantly damaged
guardrail, grading shoulders with an edge drop in excess of 1 ¼ inches or replacing a collapsed
culvert.

“High Priority” work activities are those which address serious deficiencies in the condition of
the infrastructure which, in the professional judgment of the Region and TSC management,
could lead to defects or damage in the near future that would seriously impact public health and
safety if they are not addressed now. Examples may include repairing significantly deteriorated
pavement joints and cracks or repairing culverts with section loss.

“Routine/Preventive” work activities are those which address the condition of the infrastructure
in such a way as to maintain or prevent the condition from deteriorating to serious condition.
Examples may include sealing pavement cracks, grading shoulders, cleaning culverts and
ditches, and brushing.

Priority Group 1:

Traffic Signal Energy
Facility Utilities
Freeway Lighting Energy
Operation of Pump Houses
Operation of Movable Bridges
Auto Liability Insurance (county contracts)
Supervision (county contracts)
Roadway Inspection (minimum acceptable level- county contracts)
Billable Construction Permits
Equipment Repair and Servicing
Fuel
Critical Surface Maintenance
Critical Guardrail Repair
Critical Sign Replacement
Critical Drainage Repair
Critical Traffic Signal Repair
Critical Freeway Lighting Repair
Critical Response to Traffic Incidents (to assist in traffic control, facility restoration)
Critical Drainage Area Sweeping (to prevent roadway flooding)



Critical Structural Maintenance on Bridges
Critical Pump House Maintenance
Critical Shoulder Maintenance (to address shoulder drops greater than 1 ½”)
Critical Impact Attenuator Repair
Clear Vision Area Mowing
Removal of Large Debris and Dead Animals (from the traveled portion of the roadway)
Rest Area and Roadside Park Maintenance

Priority Group 2: -

High Priority Surface Maintenance
High Priority Guardrail Repair
High Priority Sign Replacement
High Priority Drainage Repair
High Priority ROW Fence Repair
High Priority Shoulder Maintenance
High Priority Structural Maintenance
Adopt-A-Highway
Youth Corps in designated urban areas
Mowing (First Cycle)
Freeway Slope Mowing in designated urban areas
Litter Pickup in designated urban areas
Graffiti Removal in designated urban areas
Freeway Lighting Maintenance & Repair

Priority Group 3:

Mowing (Additional Cycles)
Brushing
Sweeping, beyond critical drainage areas
Litter Pickup, outside designated urban areas
Graffiti Removal, outside designated urban areas
Routine/Preventive Surface Maintenance
Routine/Preventive Guardrail Repair
Routine/Preventive Sign Replacement
Routine/Preventive Drainage Repair
Routine/Preventive Shoulder Maintenance
Routine/Preventive Structural Maintenance
Routine/Preventive Pump House Maintenance
Routine/Preventive Traffic Signal Maintenance
Youth Corps outside of designate urban areas
Non-motorized path maintenance



Digital Signatures with MDOT

The Michigan Department of Transportation uses the DocuSign Signature Appliance digital
signature solution for document signing processes. By making it simple to digitally sign
documents, contracts, forms and records, DocuSign SA eliminates the need for slow and expensive
paper-based signing processes while creating legally enforceable signatures that provide the
integrity and trust required for audits, compliance with industry regulations, and good business
practices.

DocuSign SA Benefits:

• Centralized validation and
signature storage. No more
trading of forms or lost/expired
signatures.

• Provides an easy way to sign all
major file types directly within
widely used applications.

• Simple to use.
• Guaranteed document security.

DocuSign SA Features:

• Multiple signers per document.
• Multiple graphical signatures per

user.
• Customizable signature block.
• Audit trail and secured time

stamps.

Ja
nfl

Ft

DocuSjn SA Client Software

The most full-featured option. Software is
installed on users’ computers and offers the
fastest processing speed with the ability to
manage a wide range of signing functions and
custom user configurations. Ideal for users
that sign large numbers of documents.

DocuS gn Mobile App:

The mobile app, which can be installed on
Android-based or Apple iOS devices, enables
users to digitally sign and validate PDF
documents up to 30MB as well as create and
manage their signatures using their mobile
devices.

DocuSign Web App:

With the web app, users can digitally sign and
validate documents without having to install
any software. Instead, users simply navigate to
a web page to carry out their signing activity.
It provides support for PDF files as well as MS
Word and Excel documents.

LEARN MORE
MDOT-eSign@michiga n.gov

www Michigan.gov/mdot-eSign



Michigan Department
of Transportation CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DISTRIBUTION:

0428(02101) FOR STATE HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE CONTRACT priginal~MaintenanceDiv.
Copy - Insured Party

In formation required by MDOT to report insurance coverage. Copy - Insurance Agency
Copy - Insurance Company

TO MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION: The subscribing insurance company certifies that the motor vehicle
insurance for limits of liability as indicated, herein, has been procured by and furnished in behalf of the named insured.

NAME OF INSURED ADDRESS

TYPE OF INSUANCE
~ LIMITS OF LIABILITY

EFFECTIVE EXPIRATION COVER-
INSURANCE POLICY NO. DATE DATE AGE PERSON ACCIDENT AGGREGATE

BiAutomobile Liability Insurance

with respect to owned hired

and non-owned automobiles
PD

The subscribing company agrees that the policy referred to herein shall not be changed or cancelled until thirty (30) days written notice
has been given to the MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, Lansing, Michigan.

INSURANCE COMPANY ADDRESS

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SIGNATURE (Do not stampi DATE

* This limits of liability shall be no less than $250,000 each person and $500,000 each accident for Bodily Injury.



2019 Municipality State Trunkline Maintenance

Contracts —~

Process:

1) Fill in required contract information (see below). All fields (except date which is left
blank) must be filled in electronically.

2) Certified resolution/authorization is required to specifically name the official(s) who are
authorized to sign the contract. They will be the only individual(s) authorized to
digitally sign the contract. Instructions are attached to register for DocuSign.

3) Email signed contract, union agreement, resolution and certificate of insurance (428) to
your Region Contact person.

4) After the contract is finalized, a copy will be emailed to you.

Required information:

1) Page 1. The date is left blank. Do not fill in date. MDOT will date the contract when it is
awarded. This contract is not awarded until it has been signed by all parties.

2) Section 4, pg. 4. Fill in Contract Administrator’s name.
3) Section 5, pg. 4. Fill in designees. If not applicable, enter N/A.
4) Section 6, pg. 5. Fill in wage information if there is no union agreement. If there is a

union agreement, attach it to the email and insert “see union agreement” under the
second paragraph.

5) Section 8, pg. 6. Fill out Firm Unit Prices. If section does not apply, enter N/A.
6) Section 18, pg. 14. Insert snow hauling percent. If section does not apply, enter N/A.
7) Section 31, pg. 22. Authorized signature inserted per resolution.

8/12/19



Village Administrator’s Report
October 20, 2020

____ AFSCME Local 1059 Collective Bargaining
A reement

The Village Council’s negotiation team has successfully
reached a tentative agreement with both units of the
AFSCME Local 1059 union. Council held an executive
session on October 20th, per the Open Meetings Act, to
give the negotiation team a chance to review the details
of each agreement.

Subsequent to this executive session, the next step is to
put the contracts on the village council agenda for
further discussion and action. The contract agreements
are one year in duration. Both parties agreed that the
current pandemic environment has created a sense of
uncertainty both from an operational and fiscal health

perspective. As such, we have agreed that the Village and Union will continue to
negotiate on a long-term agreement(s) to be implemented in 2022.

A Sincere Thank You

I just wanted to take a moment to say thank you to President Sedlar, Councilman
Cicalo, and Treasurer Ken Valentine (and his amazing wife) for their sincere dedication
to the betterment of this community. It has been an honor to work with each of you. I
cannot express how much I appreciate the time, commitment and sacrifices you have
made to serve the Chesaning community. As Chesaning moves forward, you can take
pride in the direction you have set for us as an organization and most importantly, the
community itself.

Dates To Note:
• Novcrnbcr 11’ at 12:30

1)PVV & \V~IV1’P staff

meeting.

• November I lh I)1)A

Meeting (cancelled)

• No’ ember 12 8:00 am.

Chamber of Commerce

Board Meeting



Annual MDOT Trunkline Maintenance Agreernen

Included in the packet and on the agenda for the meeting Tuesday night is the annual
MDOT Trunkline Maintenance Agreement. Staff has reviewed the document and
recommends that council approve and execute the agreement. The new agreement does
recognize MDOT’s responsibility to finance the maintenance of the rain gardens along
the M-57 corridor. We will continue to contract a service and bill MDOT through our
routine maintenance filings.

2020 Street Im rovernent Pro Sect Corn leted

Chippewa Asphalt has completed the 2020 Street Improvement Program. We were able
to push new asphalt out into the neighborhoods and start connecting the “good” street
grid we have worked on through the bond funded street program. I think that this
approach of the Village undertaking the preventative maintenance through our Act 51
funding and pushing the larger, more complicated projects into the bond funding

program has set a standard that should
be carried forward into the future. When

MANAGEMENT IS DOING THINGS I drive around the community todayversus when I first came to the
RIGHT; LEADERSHIP IS DOING community m 2014... what an amazmg

THE RIGHT THINGS. difference. This is the type of leadership

the community needs. Decisions are
--PETER F. DRUCKER predicated on a proven, strategic

planning process and asset management
system. I applaud the foresight of the

Village Council. This investment has, and will continue, to make a difference here in
the community. The street asset management approach is one that should be replicated
throughout our operations. It simply makes sense both from a management
perspective, but more importantly from a long-term fiscal stewardship perspective.

Miscellaneous Points of Interest

• Marihuana Moratorium: Councilman Hoover asked that the marihuana
moratorium be put back on the agenda for the November 3rd meeting.

• 15145 N. McKeighan Road: Kent Greenfelder contacted the office to request
that the detachment request from 15145 McKeighan Road be placed back
on the council agenda.

• National Water Trail Desifnation: Congratulations to the Friends of the
Shiawassee River for the recent designation as a national water trail. A
special thanks to Dave Richardson for his perseverance and commitment
to representing Chesaning’s interests throughout this process.


